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Abstract 
CO2 Water-Alternating-Gas injection (CO2-WAG) under near-miscible conditions is a 
multifaceted process due to the complex interaction of thermodynamic phase behaviour, 
multiphase flow behaviour and the heterogeneity of the porous medium.  The central 
objective of this study is to improve the fundamental understanding of fluid behaviour 
during the injection process of CO2-WAG, with an emphasis on the transition from 
immiscible to miscible conditions.  This work presents a detailed simulation study of both 
continuous and WAG displacements with unfavourable mobility ratios for 1D and 2D 
areal systems.  Various flow regimes were investigated, including viscous fingering and 
channelling displacements within heterogeneous random correlated fields.   
 
The key novelty/contribution of this thesis is to bring a new synthesis, which incorporates 
both compositional effects (MCE) and interfacial effects (MIFT), to improve the numerical 
simulation of near-miscible processes.  Based on this newly developed synthesis, this 
study was then further extended to investigate a range of key physics, including gas 
trapping, water hysteresis and capillarity, all of which may occur in 3-phase systems.  For 
the first time, the significance of these mechanisms has been clearly identified with the 
use of very-fine scale compositional simulations (Δx=0.05m), where all the physics of 
interest can be fully represented.  The efforts of studying the key processes separately 
leads to a greater insight into how these physical processes positively or negatively affect 
the sweep and local displacement efficiency.  Issues such as front stability, local 
displacement efficiency, formation of fingering/channelling and viscous crossflow during 
CO2 near-miscible displacement can lead to behaviour that is significantly different from 
immiscible flooding in these systems.  From the modelling perspective, it demonstrates 
convincingly that field-scale reservoir models should properly address these small-scale 
effects to lay claim to reasonable accuracy in forecasts of flow/reservoir behaviour.  The 
complete dataset and results of this study are available online as a model case example 
for compositional flows in heterogeneous systems.  DOI is 10.17861/fc1c90bb-9d3f-
4a6c-9170-7b7fe10ec7b9.   
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𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑡- Total oil relative permeability (under IFT effects) 
𝐾𝑟𝑤-Water relative permeability 
MCE- Compositional effects 
MCM- Multiple-Contact Miscibility 
MIFT- Interfacial tension effects 
n- Exponent of the equation for weighting factor 
𝑃𝑐- Capillary pressure, 
𝑆𝑔- Gas saturation 
𝑆𝑔
∗- Normalised gas saturation  
𝑆𝑔𝑐- Critical gas saturation 
𝑆𝑔𝑓- Free gas saturation (under the effect of gas trapping) 
𝑆𝑔
𝐼 - Gas saturation from the former process (under the effect of water hysteresis) 
𝑆𝑔𝑟- Trapped gas saturation (under the effect of gas trapping) 
𝑆𝑔𝑖- Gas saturation at the start of the decreasing gas saturation process (under the effect 
of gas trapping) 
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𝑆𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥- Maximum attainable gas saturation 
𝑆𝑜- Oil saturation 
𝑆𝑜
∗- Normalised oil saturation  
𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔- Residual oil saturation to gas 
𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑤- Residual oil saturation to water 
𝑆𝑤- Water saturation 
𝑆𝑤
∗ - Normalised water saturation  
𝑆𝑤𝑐- Connate water saturation 
PVI- Pore volume injection 
𝑢𝑘⃗⃗⃗⃗ - Flow velocity of phase 𝑘 
𝑦𝑖𝑘- Mass fraction of component 𝑖 in phase 𝑘 (oil, water and gas) 
𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 - Threshold value when IFT effects are triggered 
𝜎𝑔𝑜- Interfacial tension between oil and gas 
3PRP- three-phase relative permeability 
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Research Objectives 
1.1 Introduction 
Global demand for liquid fuels is expected to increase from 98 to 108 million barrels per 
day in the next decade as a result of economic development and population growth (BP, 
2019).  Since much of the easy-to-produce oil has been recovered, Enhanced Oil 
Recovery (EOR) is becoming an essential technique in global oil production to guarantee 
the energy security.  EOR, by definition, is a stage of hydrocarbon production that 
involves an injection of materials not normally present in petroleum reservoirs to recover 
incremental oil (Lake et al., 2014).  There are three main types of EOR, including thermal 
-injection (steam), chemical injection (such as polymer), and gas injection (such as CO2).  
The main goal of any EOR project is to achieve the best performance in terms of economic 
and recovery prospects.  For more than 40 years of field practice, CO2 injection has been 
widely applied to extend the field life following the primary production and water flood, 
especially in the North America (Christensen et al., 1998; Alvarado and Manrique, 2010).  
Taking the year of 2008 as an example, there were more than 100 CO2-EOR projects 
implemented globally and collectively led to an incremental oil recovery of 250,000 
barrels per day (Perera et al., 2016).  According to the outlook report by BP (2019), the 
global production from CO2-EOR will experience further increase given the additional 
policy support for efforts to advance carbon capture utilisation and storage (CCUS). 
 
There are a number of advantages of applying CO2 injection to improve the displacement 
performance, such as oil swelling and lowered oil viscosity, which are a result of CO2 
dissolution in oil.  Most importantly, CO2 flooding is able to unlock the trapped oil and 
significantly improve the displacement efficiency through developing miscibility with oil.  
Miscibility is a physical state when multiple substances mix without forming any 
interface.  Minimum miscibility pressure (MMP) is defined as the minimum pressure that 
is required for the miscibility to occur between fluids.  If the reservoir pressure is 
sustained above MMP, miscibility can be either achieved directly at the first contact or 
after multiple contacts through mass transfer between the oil and gas (Stalkup, 1983).   
 
CO2 flooding is therefore commonly grouped into the immiscible and the miscible 
displacement.  Although both types of CO2 displacement have been applied successfully 
(Christensen et al., 1998), it is preferably to implement miscible CO2 flooding in practice, 
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so that local displacement efficiency can be greatly improved.  Strictly speaking, it is 
difficult to distinguish between the two situations in terms of compositional effects.  This 
is because mass transfer will occur as long as CO2 starts to contact oil, even at the 
condition that is typically defined as immiscible conditions.  Therefore, in this study, the 
immiscible displacement here refers to a condition with an operation pressure well below 
MMP, whereas miscible displacement with an operation pressure well above MMP.  As 
for the concept of near-miscible, the displacement is operated slightly below MMP.  The 
development of miscibility and the process of mass transfer will be demonstrated in detail 
in the following chapters.   
 
CO2 can be injected either continuously or alternately with water under both immiscible 
and miscible conditions.  In general, CO2 injection has an issue of unstable displacing 
front due to the adverse mobility ratio.  This may lead to early gas breakthrough and 
therefore bypassing of a great amount of oil.  For this reason, CO2 is often injected 
alternately with water to improve the mobility control, namely Water-Alternating-Gas 
injection (WAG).  Typically, water and gas slugs are pumped into the oil reservoir with 
a certain WAG ratio.  WAG ratio is defined as the volume of injected water to the volume 
of injected gas at reservoir conditions.  Note that too much water may lead to poor 
microscopic efficiency whereas too much gas may have a very poor sweep due to the 
rapid gas breakthrough.  For this reason, various injection schemes and well control 
techniques have been developed in practice to optimise the displacement performance of 
WAG, such as Simultaneous Water and Gas injection (SWAG) and Foam Assisted Water 
and Gas injection (FAWAG).  The selection of an appropriate WAG scheme is dependent 
on a range of factors, such as the reservoir fluids, rock properties, CO2 source and 
economic status.  In particular, this mechanistic study is focused on the fluid behaviour 
with a fixed WAG injection ratio (1:1), which has been frequently tested/applied in the 
oil industry (Alvarado and Manrique, 2010). 
 
Compared with water injection, it is more problematic to simulate WAG injection due to 
the complexity of multi-phase flow behaviour.  First, there is an additional requirement 
of a 3-phase relative permeability (3PRP) model for the reservoir simulations.  Since 
reliable and complete experimental data of 3PRP is seldom available, it is a common 
practice to evaluate 3PRP through interpolating from two-phase data using an empirical 
model, such as Stone 1, Stone 2 and Baker (Ranaee et al., 2016).  Secondly, the fluid 
saturations (water and gas) experience strong cyclic changes and present a hysteresis flow 
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feature during the WAG injection.  Permeability hysteresis refers to the relative 
permeability dependent on the history of saturation path.  The relative permeability of the 
non-wetting phase during the imbibition cycle is generally lower than that during the 
drainage cycle at the same saturation.  Finally yet importantly, the analysis of multi-phase 
flow will be even more complex when the flow functions are also affected by the mass 
transfer process.  According to Asar and Handy (1988), one important issue is that the 
relative permeabilities of gas and oil should increase with decreasing gas/oil interfacial 
tension (IFT), which can be changed dramatically by mass transfer when moving towards 
miscibility. 
1.2 Research motivations and objectives 
In fact, both immiscible and miscible CO2-WAG have been actively analysed since the 
1970s.  However, the understanding of the CO2-WAG process is still incomplete.  One of 
the major concerns is the flow behaviour in the transition from immiscible to miscible 
conditions, i.e. near-miscible conditions.  Near-miscible displacement refers to a process 
in which the injected CO2 does not quite develop complete miscibility with the oil, but 
comes close (Sohrabi et al., 2008a).  Strictly speaking, near-miscible displacement should 
be classified as a special type of immiscible displacement, which involves strong 
compositional effects (and therefore is close to miscibility) but still has multi-phase 
behaviour.  It has been reported that many miscible projects encountered loss of pressure 
during operations and therefore becoming more of a near-miscible displacement.  
Surprisingly, these near-miscible displacements still achieve a very good incremental 
recovery (Christensen et al., 1998).  For this reason, it is highly necessary to analyse the 
key physics occurring in near-miscible CO2-WAG injection in terms of the improved oil 
recovery.   
 
With the use of commercial simulator (CMG/GEM) and Matlab, the central objective of 
this numerical study is to provide a fundamental knowledge of the multi-phase flow 
behaviour in the process of near-miscible CO2-WAG displacement.  In particular, we 
managed to identify the impacts of fine-scale heterogeneity, which are usually ignored in 
large-scale simulations, on actions of multi-physics involved.  We identified how four 
key influencing mechanisms drive the sweep efficiency, local displacement performance 
and the distribution of the remaining oil.  These physical processes include compositional 
effects, interfacial tension effects, gas trapping and capillary forces (wettability).  With a 
striking development of computational power, it is now feasible to conduct a simulation-
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based mechanistic study using very fine-scale models, which are required to simulate a 
range of key physics that are sensitive to numerical dispersion.  
 
The main objectives of the research presented in this thesis are:  
1) To capture/recognise the key physics and the corresponding modelling methods 
through a comprehensive literature review.   
2) To assess the contribution of the mass transfer process to the improved oil recovery 
and how it interacts with the typical flow regimes i.e. fingering and channelling. 
3) To properly reflect the interfacial-tension effect in flow simulations and investigate 
how it influences the microscopic and macroscopic displacement efficiency. 
4) To explicitly evaluate the contribution of viscous crossflow to the oil recovery.  
5) To investigate the impacts of other key multiphase physics, such as the impacts of 
gas trapping, water hysteresis effects and capillary pressure on the displacement 
performance. 
 
The fine-scale simulations presented here resolves details of flow behaviour driven by the 
major mechanisms occurring in near-miscible CO2 WAG displacements.  This detailed 
analysis based on fine-scale models unavoidably entails a high computational cost.  The 
average CPU time for a 2D WAG case is up to two weeks.  In fact, some methods have 
been developed for upscaling compositional simulations such as Li and Durlofsky (2016), 
who managed to produce reasonable agreement between small-scale example simulations 
(Δx=20 feet) and their upscaled work.  However, no one has yet developed a procedure 
for satisfactorily upscaling from the very fine scales (Δx=0.05m) studied in this thesis to 
reservoir scale.  The impacts of the fine-scale effects can be significant and should be 
properly addressed when moving up to larger scales, such as simulating field-scale CO2-
EOR processes.  Therefore, we would like to kindly invite and encourage other 
researchers to test various upscaling methods for simulations presented in this work.    The 
complete dataset and results of this study are available online as a model case example 
for compositional multi-phase flows in heterogeneous systems.  DOI is 
10.17861/fc1c90bb-9d3f-4a6c-9170-7b7fe10ec7b9.   
1.3 Synthesis and Novel Achievements 
The analysis of immiscible WAG displacement was usually focused on multi-phase flow 
functions, such as the 3PRP model, IFT effects and hysteresis effects, but rarely 
incorporated a dynamic mass transfer process.  On the other hand, the analysis of miscible 
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gas displacement was mostly based on the assumption of first-contact miscibility, with 
neither account of the mass transfer process nor 3PRP flow functions.  As 
aforementioned, near-miscible CO2-WAG involves both strong mass transfer and 
complex multi-phase behaviour, and this requires a more rigorous synthesis.   
 
In a near-miscible CO2-WAG displacement, there are two factors that improve 
displacement efficiency significantly, i.e. compositional effects (denoted as MCE here) 
and interfacial tension effects (denoted as MIFT here).  As seen in Figure 1-1, a new 
synthesis incorporating both compositional effects (thermodynamic phase behaviour) and 
IFT effects (3PRP flow functions) is formed to improve the numerical simulations of 
near-miscible CO2-WAG displacements.  With this new synthesis, a range of key physics 
was investigated to fill in the gap of fundamental knowledge in the transition from 
immiscible to miscible displacement.  Here are the main novelties and contributions of 
this thesis.   
 
1) For the first time, a fully converged fine-scale model based on the new synthesis 
was developed to provide a reliable and consistent test bed for a range of key 
physics considered here. The fine-scale simulation results presented here, which 
resolve the full details of multi-phase flow behaviour, can be used as input for any 
potential upscaling methods for large-scale simulations of near-miscible process.   
2) This thesis clearly demonstrates that fine-scale effects are important, and therefore 
should not be ignored in full-filed simulations.  Ideally, these small-scale effects 
should be upscaled in stages for full-field simulations.  However, no one has yet 
upscaled from the scale studied in this thesis to full field simulation (Pickup et al., 
2005).  We argued that a few small-scale simulations might be better than one, 
probably inaccurate, large-scale one. Therefore, the results achieved from these 
small-scale simulations provide useful insights and estimations on the reservoir 
behaviour, which are typically dismissed in industry.   
3) A pseudo-tracer analysis was successfully designed and conducted in a full-
compositional model.  I managed to correlate the tracer distribution and the extent 
of viscous crossflow on the oil recovery explicitly.  Very importantly, it can now 
be ascertained that the contributions and the obstacles of multiple mechanisms 
involved in near-miscible CO2 WAG process to the bypassed oil recovery.  
4) The modelling of IFT effects in CMG/GEM was originally based on the work of  
Betté et al. (1991).  It is identified that the current model does not have a proper 
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treatment on the residual oil saturation.  Therefore, my supervisors and I have made 
formal recommendations to CMG to adapt the model of Coats (1980), which has 
been coded and will be presented in a future version of CMG/GEM. 
5) A detailed and thorough analysis was conducted to assess and evaluate how 
different mechanisms (compositional effects, IFT effects, gas trapping and 
capillarity) work in different parts of a reservoir model (preferential and non-
preferential routes), and for different processes (continuous CO2 injection and 
WAG) at different conditions (immiscible and near miscible). 
 
 
Figure 1-1 Schematic of a new synthesis incorporating with two key mechanistic processes. 
1.4 Thesis outline 
The theme of this thesis essentially reflects a development of an effective methodology 
to analyse the flow behaviour involving multi-phase (from 2-phase to 3-phase) and multi-
physics (from single to multiple) in multi-dimensional systems (from 1D to 2D).  With a 
building-up strategy, this thesis is organised as follows: 
 
In Chapter 2, a comprehensive literature review is presented to demonstrate the key 
physics occurring during CO2-WAG, such as compositional effects, IFT effects and 
hysteresis effects.   
 
In Chapter 3, the mass transfer process was investigated during near miscible and 
immiscible CO2-oil displacements.  Because of mass transfer, the changed saturations and 
properties of the flowing phases can have a great impact on the issues of front stability, 
local displacement efficiency, and formation of fingering/channelling in specific 
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heterogeneous systems.  The results of this chapter provided a baseline for other physics 
to build on in the following chapters. 
 
In Chapter 4, the new synthesis as aforementioned was developed.  Various 
combinations between oil-stripping effects and IFT effects were tested to evaluate the 
impacts of each mechanism (MCE and MIFT) on the flow behaviour, i.e. their separate and 
joint effects on quantities such as the local displacement efficiency, phase flow vectors 
and the ultimate oil recovery.  Viscous crossflow, which is well recognised during 
polymer flooding (Sorbie, 2013), was explicitly evaluated here and found to be also a 
major recovery mechanism in near-miscible WAG displacement.  Very importantly, such 
mechanism, which is the key to recovering the bypassed oil, can be only captured based 
on the new synthesis developed here. 
 
In Chapter 5, a range of other important physics including gas trapping, water hysteresis 
and capillary pressure were analysed based on the new synthesis.  The positive or negative 
effects on the oil recovery in near-miscible WAG process have been ascertained 
following a systematic sensitivity analysis.   
 
In Chapter 6, main conclusions of this study are presented.  In addition, this chapter 
provides suggestions for future work, such as using 3D models to include gravity effect 






Chapter 2 Theoretical Background 
2.1 Introduction 
Although CO2-WAG has been successfully applied in the oil industry over the last few 
decades, it is still a challenging task to properly simulate and investigate such a process.  
One of the main reasons is the complexity induced by the interactions of multiple physical 
processes, particularly at near-miscible conditions.  Therefore, a full understanding of the 
physical processes during CO2-WAG injection is the first step to make reliable 
predictions on the flow behaviour and the oil recovery. 
 
In this chapter, a comprehensive review of the literature was conducted to capture the 
major flow physics/mechanisms occurring in a CO2 displacement, with a particular 
interest in the transition from immiscible to miscible conditions.  A range of key papers 
on CO2 displacements is presented here with an aim to provide the theoretical background 
and define the scope of this research.  The modelling methods of multi-phase flow, 
particularly those that have been incorporated in CMG/GEM (CMG, 2019), are 
demonstrated in detail to explain the underlying theory of the tool for this study.  Starting 
with an introduction of CO2 characteristics (Section 2.2), this chapter includes a detailed 
demonstration of compositional effects (Section 2.3), methods of fluid modelling (Section 
2.4), multi-phase flow functions (Section 2.5), and typical flow regimes such as fingering 
and channelling (Section 2.6). 
2.2 CO2 characteristics 
There are several characteristics, which make CO2 an effective displacing solvent, 
superior to others.  Since reservoir conditions are often above the critical conditions of 
CO2 (73.9 KPa and 31.1 °C), the injected supercritical CO2 is of a liquid-like density, 
which is much greater than other typical solvents such as methane and nitrogen (Holstein 
et al., 2007).  Therefore, the displacement performance is possibly less affected by the 
issue of gravity segregation using CO2 injection than other gases.  Secondly, the great 
solubility of CO2 in oil is another favourable feature to recover oil.  This is because the 
oil viscosity can be reduced by the dissolved CO2 (Barclay and Mishra, 2016).  In fact, 
this is one of the key reasons that even immiscible CO2 flood can still improve the oil 
recovery and be applied in heavy oil reservoirs (Chung et al., 1988).  At the same time, 
the dissolution of CO2 in crude oil could also possibly lead to oil swelling, which can 
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push oil out of dead end pores and helps oil production (Whitson and Brulé, 2000).  In 
addition, the residual oil situation to gas is generally lower than the residual oil saturation 
to water (Lake et al., 2014).  For this reason, the displacement efficiency in the zone swept 
by gas will be greater than in a water-swept area.  
2.3 Miscible displacement 
2.3.1 Multiple-contact miscibility 
Besides the mechanisms of pressure support, lowering oil viscosity and swelling the oil 
as mentioned above, the main objective of injecting CO2 is to develop the miscibility 
between CO2 and crude oil.  Ideally, the displacement efficiency in a miscible 
displacement can be 100% in the swept zone.  As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are two 
types of miscibility between oil and the injected solvent, i.e. first contact or multiple 
contacts.  First-contact miscibility (FCM) suggests that the injected solvent can mix with 
reservoir oil instantly at the first contact in all proportions without forming any interface 
(Stalkup, 1983).  Theoretically, first-contact miscibility may be achieved in a highly rich 
gas flood or in a CO2-oil system at very high pressure.  However, it is barely economical, 
and sometimes not technically feasible, to achieve FCM with the oil (Al-Wahaibi, 2010). 
 
On the other hand, the in-situ oil and the injected CO2 can also develop a dynamic 
miscibility through multiple stages of component transfer, namely multiple-contact 
miscibility (MCM).  Many laboratory experiments investigating MCM displacement have 
been carried out since the 1970s.  Rathmell et al. (1971) presented the development 
process of the multiple-contact miscibility in CO2-oil systems with ternary phase 
diagrams.  They found that CO2 is progressively enriched with oil components to achieve 
miscibility with the in-situ oil.  Their results showed that the local displacement efficiency 
of a CO2 flood is highly dependent on the mass transfer process, which can be reflected 
by the composition path.  
 
Holm and Josendal (1974) discussed and summarized the various mechanisms occurring 
in CO2-oil systems.  They claimed that CO2 enhances the oil recovery most efficiently by 
stripping of hydrocarbons.  In other words, the oil components are recovered in the vapour 
phase due to the strong stripping effects.  At the same time, the procedures of slim-tube 
tests applied in their study became established.  Therefore, their methods have been 
generally used to measure the minimum miscible pressure (MMP) since then.  They also 
investigated the effect of oil constituents on achieving miscibility between CO2 and oil 
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(Holm and Josendal, 1982).  They found that gasoline-range hydrocarbons in the oil are 
particularly efficient in achieving miscibility. 
 
Orr et al. (1983) designed continuous multiple-contact (CMC) tests (essentially a multiple 
mixing vessel) to measure the details of phase compositions and phase properties.  They 
showed that most of the oil components were stripped from the liquid phase if the pressure 
is sufficiently high.  Based on the comparisons between CMC tests and slim-tube tests, 
they highlighted the roles of phase behaviour and volume change on mixing in the slim-
tube tests.   
 
Yang and Gu (2004) visualized the interaction between CO2 and oil by using 
axisymmetric drop shape analysis and reported the phenomena such as the gradually 
disappearing phase interface with contact time and the presence of asphaltene 
precipitations during the later stage of mass transfer, due to the fact that light components 
have been preferentially stripped out.  In a most recent study, Rezk and Foroozesh (2019) 
investigated the time taken for a certain CO2-oil system to be equilibrated and the impact 
of such mass-transfer process on the oil properties (such as viscosity). 
 
To summarise, MCM in a CO2-oil system can be achieved through a set of component 
exchanges between the oil phase and the vapour phase.  The improved displacement 
performance is a combined outcome of both condensing and vaporising (stripping effects) 
mechanisms.  Note the focus of this thesis is the near-miscible displacement, where a true 
miscibility is not achieved.  However, it is highly necessary to fully understand and 
capture the process of mass transfer.  This is because the mass transfer process can 
possibly lead to dramatic changes of saturations and properties of flowing phases, which 
may have a great impact on the flow behaviour.  Very importantly, according to Danesh 
(1998), such thermodynamic phase behaviour occurs most significantly under a pressure 
near MMP, i.e. at near-miscible conditions (my simulations also reproduced/confirmed 
this issue).  Therefore, a detailed demonstration of MCM development led by mass 
transfer is presented as below.   
2.3.2 Mass transfer with forward contacts- miscibility development 
According to Stalkup (1983), hundreds of oil components can be found in an in-situ oil.  
However, to describe a MCM development, it is a common practice to classify fluid 
components into three simplified groups, i.e. CO2, extractable hydrocarbons (light-
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medium components) and heavy hydrocarbons, and to use a ternary diagram to 
demonstrate the mass transfer process (Figure 2-1).  Therefore, the reservoir fluid can be 
treated as a three-component mixture, whose compositions can be reflected by the 
position in this ternary diagram.  Each corner of a ternary diagram represents a 100% 
mole fraction of the aforementioned simplified component.  The closer to one corner, the 
greater fraction of this component in the fluid.  For instance, the point of an example oil 
M represents a mixture consisting of 55% heavy hydrocarbons, 45% light hydrocarbons 
and 0% CO2.   
 
The envelope, denoted by ABC, represents a two-phase region (pre-defined by 
experiments in practice) whereas outside this envelop is a single-phase region.  Any 
mixture within the two phase region will form a vapour and a liquid phase eventually in 
equilibrium (Danesh, 1998).  The resulting gas and oil composition will fall on the 




Figure 2-1 Conceptual phase behaviour of simple hydrocarbons in forward-contact process 
(Danesh, 1998). 
Figure 2-1 shows an example assuming that pure CO2 is injected to develop MCM with 
an example oil M.  Since the connecting line of oil and CO2 intersects the two-phase 
region, they are not miscible initially but will be later through mass transfer.  At the first 
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contact, light oil components are extracted whereas CO2 is dissolved into oil, forming the 
new gas (G1) and the new liquid (L1).  The consequent compositions of G1 and L1 are 
dependent on the tie line, which the connecting line of oil and CO2 intercepts.  A tie-line 
(pre-defined in practice) is a straight line in the two-phase region joining an equilibrium-
vapour composition with its equilibrium-liquid composition (Whitson and Brulé, 2000).  
Any system with an overall composition lying on this tie line will split into the same pair 
of equilibrated liquid and vapour compositions.  Therefore, in this particular case, G1 and 
L1 are formed because of the first contact of CO2 and oil.  Then, this new vapour phase 
(G1) keeps flowing forward and contact with the fresh oil.  At the second contact, gas G2 
and liquid L2 are formed respectively, and their compositions are getting closer to the 
critical point.  The critical point is the position where the connecting line with the fresh 
oil is tangent to the two-phase region (i.e. starting to form single phase).  With continuous 
contacts afterwards, the composition of the resulting gas will eventually reach the critical 
point and become miscible with fresh oil at the displacing front.   
 
In this ternary diagram, miscibility is achieved when the line joining the initial oil 
composition and the injected gas lies above the critical point.  Therefore, the success of 
the miscibility depends on the fact that size of the two-phase region is sufficiently small.  
According to Danesh (1998), the area of two-phase region shrinks with increasing 
pressure.  As another way of seeing this concept, MMP is the condition where the tangent 
line of the two-phase envelop at the critical point just goes through the initial oil 
composition.   
 
The key influencing factors of MMP are reservoir temperature, purity of solvent (CO2 
fraction) and crude oil composition (Stalkup, 1983).  MMP increases with temperature 
due to the fact that two-phase region expands with temperature. Compared with other 
gases, CO2 has the lowest MMP.  In other words, impurities (such as N2 and CH4) will 
increase the MMP of the system. As for the oil composition, the more light-to-
intermediate components (C5 to C12) contained in the oil, the lower the MMP will be 
(Yellig and Metcalfe, 1980).   
 
Note such classification of immiscible and miscible displacement is simply to distinguish 
if true miscibility is achieved or not.  However, one should not confuse with the fact that 
the compositional effects, occur at almost all conditions in a CO2-oil system.  This is 
because, whether miscibility is achieved or not, the process of mass transfer (vaporization 
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and condensation) between vapour and liquid phase still happens in a CO2-oil system, as 
long as it is not under thermodynamic equilibrium.  The closer to MMP in a CO2-oil 
system, the greater mass transfer should occur (Danesh, 1998).  Therefore, it is more of a 
matter how significant the compositional effects are in terms of classification between the 
immiscible (well below MMP with minor/negligible compositional effects) and near-
miscible displacement (close to MMP with strong compositional effects).   
2.3.3 Mass transfer with backward contacts- oil stripping effects 
It has been demonstrated how MCM in a CO2-oil system is achieved at the displacing 
front through forward contacts occurring along the direction of flow.  At the same time, 
there is also a significant mass transfer process due to the backward contacts occurring at 
the displacing trail (Whitson and Brulé, 2000).  Interestingly, the remaining oil 
compositions will become increasingly heavier at the displacing trail.  This is because the 
light-to-medium components have been mostly vaporised, namely stripping effects.  Here 
a theoretical demonstration of the process is presented.   
 
 
Figure 2-2 Conceptual phase behaviour of simple hydrocarbons in backward-contact process 
(Danesh, 1998). 
 
As seen in Figure 2-2, which is modified from the work by Danesh (1998), the ternary 
diagram is used to demonstrate the stripping effects.  After the first contact between oil 
and CO2, the consequent gas (G1) will move forward to contact fresh oil (demonstrated 
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in Section 2.3.3) whereas the resulting liquid (L1) will further contact newly arrived CO2.  
The light-medium components in L1 will be stripped into the vapour phase.  As a result, 
L-1 and G-1 are formed respectively at equilibrium.  The outcome of next round of 
contact between L-1 and CO2 will then be L-2 and G-2.  With a continuous process of 
stripping out, only heavy components left behind in the liquid phase.  Note that although 
miscibility inevitably disappears due to the increasingly heavier liquid phase, the overall 
displacement performance can still be improved by stripping effects.  This is because the 
oil components are now recovered in the vapour phase, which generally has a greater 
mobility than the liquid.  In fact, this is one of two major mechanisms (together with IFT 
effects) that even near-miscible displacement can recover the oil efficiently.  Here such 
stripping/compositional effects, which can be significant at near-miscible conditions, are 
denoted as MCE (the Mechanism of Compositional Effects). 
 
Although ternary diagram is very useful to demonstrate the process of component 
transfer, one of the important thermodynamic phase behaviour i.e. heavy components are 
left behind, will be missed in a 3-component system.  Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 are 
depicted here to qualitatively describe the process of mass transfer, i.e. CO2 condensation 
(dissolution) and oil stripping (vaporization).  In fact, a seven-component system is used 
in this research to capture such complex thermodynamic phase behaviour involved in the 
oil displacement by CO2.  A further discussion on the process of component can be found 
in Chapter 3.     
2.4 Fluid modelling 
2.4.1 Black-oil model 
Now the question is how to reflect such phase behaviour in a reservoir simulation.  There 
are currently two main methods of fluid modelling, i.e. the black-oil model and 
compositional models.  The key difference between these two models is the way of 
determining the fluid state/properties of each grid cell in a simulation.  A black oil model 
entails simple interpolation of PVT properties, such as oil formation volume factor (Bo) 
and the gas solution ratio (Rs), to represent the phase behaviour as a function of pressure 
(Lake et al., 2014).  Bo is the ratio of the volume of oil at reservoir conditions to that at 
stock tank conditions.  Rs is defined as the amount of gas dissolved in the oil (or water) 
at any pressure.  Typically, if an oil has a Rs less than 750scf/stb and a Bo less than 
1.4bbl/stb, this system can be simulated using black-oil model (Cao, 2002). 
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2.4.2 Compositional model 
On the other hand, a compositional model entails using a range of thermodynamic 
functions, namely an equation of state (EOS), to describe complex phase behaviour.  In a 
compositional simulator, the overall fluid compositions in each grid cell are used to 
calculate the equilibrated fluid state, i.e. flash calculations.  At each time step, a set of 
flash calculations using an EOS is performed to determine the equilibrated fluid state. 
According to Orr (2007), the equilibrated fluid state suggests a minimum Gibbs free 
energy, which leads to the fact that the partial fugacity of any component (𝑖) in the vapour 
phase (𝑓𝑖𝑉) should be equal to its partial fugacity in the liquid phase (𝑓𝑖𝐿).  The component 
fugacity in a mixture is defined as the products of its partial pressure and the fugacity 
coefficient (Equation 2-2).   
 
𝑓𝑖𝐿 = 𝑓𝑖𝑉 
Equation 2-1 
𝑓𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖 × 𝜑𝑖 
Equation 2-2 








where 𝑓𝑖 is the fugacity of a component in a mixture; 𝜑𝑖 is the fugacity coefficient and 𝑍?̅? 
is the partial molar compressibility factor which can be calculated using an EOS.  The 
acquired fluid state such as the number of phases (water, oil and gas), phase saturations, 
component constitutions, phase properties (such as density), and the interfacial tension 
(IFT) between phases will then be used to calculate the flow behaviour (Cao, 2002).   
 
Compared with the black-oil model, a compositional simulator is more capable of 
modelling realistic phase behaviour accurately, especially in a CO2-oil system that 
involves complex component partitioning.  However, the improved accuracy of the fluid 
modelling is at a price of very high computational cost induced by the flash calculations.  
In addition, the mass transfer process in a CO2-oil system can be very sensitive to 
numerical dispersion (Jessen et al., 2004).  In other words, any numerical analysis (based 
on finite-difference simulators) with the focus on the compositional effects may have to 
address the concerns on the size of the grid cell in the simulation.  In fact, Leach and 
Yellig (1981) have pointed out the great necessity of using compositional simulation for 
CO2 studies to properly reflect the strong phase behaviour (i.e. vaporization and 
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condensation).  However, modelling of mass transfer was historically over-simplified, 
which was simply because of the limited computational power at that time (Young and 
Stephenson, 1983). 
 
Here, a full-compositional simulator (CMG/GEM) based on EOS, which can consistently 
reflect hydrocarbon phase behaviour, was used in this study.  In addition, a particular 
need of using compositional simulations is the appropriate IFT calculation as a function 
of the compositions of oil and gas.  This is because the IFT could change dramatically in 
a near-miscible displacement and may have a huge impact on the residual oil saturation.  
A more extensive literature review of the IFT effects can be found in section 2.5.3.   
 
Note that even with the striking development of computational power of today, some 
assumptions (such as using numerical dispersion to mimic physical dispersions) are still 
necessary to reduce the computational cost but do not compromise the main focus/scope 
of this thesis.  A detailed demonstration of the set-up of numerical simulations and 
assumptions of this study can be seen in Section 3.3. 
2.4.3 Equation of state 
The earliest equation of state for Vapour-Liquid Equilibrium (VLE) calculations were 
found in the work of Van der Waals (1873).  This method is based on a two-term semi-
empirical relationship, i.e. the pressure of an equilibrated system is equal to the sum of a 
repulsion pressure PR and an attraction pressure PA between molecules.  Since then, many 
authors have proposed various modifications to his equations to improve the prediction 
accuracy.  In terms of the oil industry, the first application of an equation of state was 
developed by Soave (1972), namely the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation.  
Generally, SRK can be used to produce acceptable predictions of the vapour properties.  
However, one of the major shortcoming of this method is the failure to produce 
satisfactory density values for the liquid.  Therefore, Peng and Robinson (1976) modified 
the SRK equations to improve the prediction of liquid phase densities, namely the PR-
EOS (Equation 2-4 to Equation 2-9).   
 






















𝛼 = (1 + 𝜅(1 − 𝑇𝑟
0.5))2 
Equation 2-7 








where Mw is molar weight; Tc is critical temperature; Pc is critical pressure; R is the 
universal gas constant; Vm is the molar volume; ω is acentric factor.   
 
Due to its relative simplicity and improved accuracy, the PR-EOS has achieved a wide 
acceptance of the industry and has been coded in the simulators of CMG/GEM (CMG, 
2017) and E300 (Schlumberger, 2015).  In fact, numerous EOS have been developed 
today, such as the correlations proposed by Elliott et al. (1990), to further improve the 
prediction accuracy.  However, there is no single EOS universally applicable to predict 
the fluid properties of all substances under all conditions.  Since PR-EOS has a relatively 
good track-record of providing reliable predictions of phase behaviour in a CO2-oil 
system (Jhaveri and Youngren, 1988; Orr, 2007), the PR-EOS is therefore selected here. 
2.5 Fundamentals of multiphase flow functions 
2.5.1 Concept of relative permeability 
Reservoir simulations, which are based on the fundamental principles of mass 
conservation and Darcy’s law, are a useful a tool to describe the flow process in porous 
media.  Mass conservation reflects the fact that the net accumulation of mass of the unit 
volume must equal the net flux over the boundaries, as specified by Equation 2-10.  Since 




+ ∇ ∙ (ρ𝑣 ) = 𝜌𝑞,  Equation 2-10 
𝜕𝑡[∅(𝑥𝑖𝜉𝑜𝑆𝑜 + 𝑦𝑖𝜉𝑔𝑆𝑔)] + 𝜕𝑡[∅(𝑥𝑖𝜉𝑔𝑆𝑔 + 𝑦𝑖𝜉𝑜𝑆𝑜)] =  𝑥𝑖𝑞𝑜 + 𝑦𝑖𝑞𝑔 Equation 2-11 
where 𝜌  is the density of the fluid; ∅ is the rock porosity; 𝑣  is the flow velocity;  𝜕𝑡 
denotes times differentiation; g, o and w refer to gas, oil, and water phases; 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 
denote the mole fractions of the component “i” in the gas and oil phases; 𝜉𝑔 and 𝜉𝑜 are 
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the molar densities of gas and oil; 𝑆𝑔 and 𝑆𝑜 are saturations of gas and oil; q denotes the 
outflow and inflow of fluids.  
 
With the fluid state and properties calculated based on an EOS (PR-EOS here), the phase 
fluxes within the reservoir are then determined by Darcy’s law.  The theory of flow in the 
porous media is derived from the work of Darcy, who proposed an equation to describe 
the water flow through a vertical sand pack, i.e. Darcy’s Law.  Muskat (1949) developed 
an extensional form of Darcy’s Law to fit the needs of petroleum industry.  With the 
account of all three driving forces (viscous, capillary and gravity), a dimensionless 
parameter, relative permeability (𝑘𝑟𝛼), is introduced to reflect the fact that the flow of 
each phase, 𝛼, is inhibited by the other phase(s) in a multiphase system (Equation 2-12).  
Relative permeability is defined as ratio of the effective permeability to a given fluid to 
the absolute permeability.  This concept measures impediment to phase flow because of 





(∇𝑃𝛼 − 𝜌𝛼𝑔), 𝛼 = 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑔𝑎𝑠 
Equation 2-12 
 
where 𝑞 is the volumetric fluid flux; 𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑠 is the absolute permeability; 𝑘𝑟𝛼is the relative 
permeability of each phase; 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid; 𝑃𝛼 is the each phase 
pressure; 𝜌 is the fluid density; g is the gravitational acceleration.   
 
Many researchers attempted to investigate the key influencing factors of the relative 
permeability and to develop a sound correlation functions of relative permeabilities for 
the use in reservoir simulations.  Rose and Bruce (1949) found that tortuosity (the ratio 
of the length of effective flow path to the length of core sample) has a great impact on the 
relative permeability.  Later, Burdine (1953) derived the formula for the relationship 
between the tortuosity and phase saturations.  Based on those works, Corey (1954) and 
Brooks and Corey (1964) developed a 2-phase relative permeability function which 
depended on saturation only.  The underlying theory (channel flow theory) is that each 
pore is occupied by a single mobile fluid and the relative permeabilities are therefore only 
dependent on the mobile amount of that flowing phase.  Because of its simplicity, Corey’s 






















where 𝑆𝑤𝑛 and 𝑆𝑜𝑛 are normalised water and oil saturations to represent the fraction of 
mobile phase; 𝑁𝑤  and 𝑁𝑜𝑤  are curve shape factors which are dependent on the 
distribution of pore sizes; 𝐾𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑜 and 𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑤 are water and oil relative permeability at end-
points respectively (i.e. maximum values of relative permeabilities respectively); 𝑆𝑤𝑐 is 
connate water saturation; 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑤 is the residual oil saturation to water.   
 
Similarly, such correlations shown above can be used for an immiscible gas-oil system 
(Equation 2-17 to Equation 2-20).  Note that the gas-oil system may involve low-
interfacial tension effects at near-miscible conditions, which can change both the shape 
and end-points (residual oil saturation) of the curves of relative permeabilities.  A detailed 























where 𝑆𝑔𝑛 and 𝑆𝑜𝑔𝑛 are normalised gas and oil saturations to represent the fraction of 
mobile phase; 𝑁𝑔  and 𝑁𝑜𝑔  are curve shape factors; 𝐾𝑟𝑔𝑐𝑙  and 𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑐𝑔  are gas and oil 
relative permeability at end-points respectively (i.e. maximum values of relative 
permeabilities respectively); 𝑆𝑔𝑐  is critical gas saturation; 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔  is the residual oil 




Typically, all the above parameters are determined through conducting a set of core flood 
tests, at either steady state (uniform fluid saturations at any cross section perpendicular to 
the flow direction) or unsteady state (Lake et al., 2014).  No matter which method is used, 
the key concern of determining relative permeabilities is that the experiments should 
reproduce the initial reservoir conditions and correctly reflect the saturation change in the 
reservoir.  For example, the test of water-oil imbibition (increasing wetting-phase 
saturation, water) should be used to describe the oil displacement by water (water 
flooding).  On the other hand, the test of gas-oil drainage (decreasing wetting phase 
saturation, oil) should be used to describe the oil displacement by gas. 
 
In this study, I assumed a water-wet system with water-oil (imbibition) and gas-oil 
(drainage) relative permeabilities, which were provided by one of our sponsors.   
 
Figure 2-3 Oil-water and gas-oil relative permeability curves. 
2.5.2 3-phase relative permeability 
The simultaneous flow of three phases may occur in various circumstances in 
hydrocarbon reservoirs, such as the WAG injection, which is often applied for the oil 
displacement by CO2.  For this reason, an estimate or measurement of 3-phase relative 
permeabilities (3PRP) is mandatory for the numerical simulations.  Ideally, such 3PRP 
data should be determined through conducting laboratory experiments, i.e. core flood 
displacements.  However, the laboratory measurement of 3PRP is prohibitively difficult, 
expensive and impractical (Blunt, 2000).  Unlike the phase saturations changing in a 
simple path (one phase saturation increases and the other phase must decrease) during a 
two-phase displacement test, any three-phase displacement test involves two independent 
phase saturations, which leads to an infinite number of different displacement paths.  For 
instance, the increase of gas does not necessarily lead to a simultaneous decrease of both 
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oil and water in a fixed manner.  Therefore, it is a common practice to estimate three-
phase relative permeabilities from two-phase data using an empirical correlation method.  
Currently, there are three main methods of empirical 3PRP models i.e. Stone 1 (Stone, 
1970) and Stone 2 (Stone, 1973) and saturation-weighted model (Baker, 1988), which 
have been widely coded in commercial software packages, such as CMG (CMG, 2017) 
and Eclipse (Schlumberger, 2015).   
 
Stone (1970) proposed his first empirical model to predict oil relative permeability, i.e. 
Stone 1.  This method entails an extrapolation of two-phase relative permeability data for 
𝐾𝑟𝑜 in three-phase applications.  This is based on an underlying assumption that the water 
is the most wetting phase whereas gas is the least wetting phase, i.e. a strongly water-
wetting condition.  In other words, water and gas will always seek to occupy the smallest 
and largest pores respectively.  For this reason, both 𝐾𝑟𝑔 and 𝐾𝑟𝑤 are the same between 
2-phase and 3-phase system and are only dependent on their own saturation respectively.  
On the other hand, the oil occupies the rest of pores (i.e. intermediate-size) and is 
dependent on both water and gas saturation. 
 
One of the potential advantages of this model is that the 3-phase residual oil saturation 
(𝑆𝑜𝑚) is a function of gas saturation rather than a constant value.  Fayers and Matthews 
(1984) claimed that a linear function should be sufficient to reflect the fact that the 3-
phase residual oil in most immiscible systems is between 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑤 and 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔.  The normalized 
version of Stone 1 proposed by Aziz and Settari (1979), which has been generally used 
in commercial simulators, is presented below (Equation 2-21 to Equation 2-28).  In 
addition, the oil isoperm in a ternary diagram based on the two-phase data of Figure 2-3, 
is plotted in Figure 2-4 using Matlab codes (Theune, 2018).  
 
𝑆𝑜𝑚 = 𝛼𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑤 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔 
Equation 2-21 
𝛼 = 1 −
𝑆𝑔




































where 𝑆𝑜𝑚 is 3-phase residual oil saturation; 𝑆𝑤
∗ , 𝑆𝑜
∗ and 𝑆𝑔
∗ are normalised water, oil and 
gas saturations; 𝛽𝑤 and 𝛽𝑔 are factors account for the decrease in 𝐾𝑟𝑜 due to the presence 
of water and gas respectively. 
 
 
Figure 2-4 Three-phase oil isoperms predicted Stone 1 model. 
 
Later, Stone (1973) proposed his second model, Stone 2, with the aim to improve the 
prediction accuracy of the 3PRP oil relative permeability.  In addition to the different 
3PRP function for oil relative permeability (Equation 2-29), the 3-phase residual oil 
saturation (𝑆𝑜𝑚) is not required in Stone 2.  Here the oil isoperm in a ternary diagram 










+ 𝐾𝑟𝑔) − (𝐾𝑟𝑤 + 𝐾𝑟𝑔)]  Equation 2-29 
where 𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑤 is oil relative permeability at the connate water saturation.  
 
 
Figure 2-5 Three-phase oil isoperms predicted Stone 2 model. 
 
Baker (1988) made a thorough review of the 3PRP model, which had been published at 
that time.  In order to improve the fit to experimental results, he proposed the saturation–
weighted method to predict 3PRP.  One of the key features of this method is to release 
one of the important assumptions that Krw is same in oil-water and gas-water systems or 
Krg is same in gas-oil and gas-water systems.  Therefore, a separate set of gas-water 
relative permeability data is required for this model.  The advantage of this treatment is 
to address the concerns over the complex wetting order in systems not being strongly 
water wet, i.e. water and gas not being the most wetting and non-wetting phase.   This 
model has been implemented in Eclipse as the default method to calculate 3PRP 
(Schlumberger, 2015).  Here the oil isoperm in a ternary diagram using the saturation-
weighted model is presented in Figure 2-6.   
 
𝐾𝑟𝑜 = 
(𝑆𝑤 − 𝑆𝑤𝑐)𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑤 + (𝑆𝑔−𝑆𝑔𝑐)𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑔






(𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑤)𝐾𝑟𝑤𝑜 + (𝑆𝑔 − 𝑆𝑔𝑐)𝐾𝑟𝑤𝑔
(𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑤) + (𝑆𝑔 − 𝑆𝑔𝑐)
 
Equation 2-31 
𝐾𝑟𝑔 =  
(𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔)𝐾𝑟𝑔𝑜 + (𝑆𝑤 − 𝑆𝑤𝑐)𝐾𝑟𝑔𝑤
(𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔) + (𝑆𝑤 − 𝑆𝑤𝑐)
 Equation 2-32 
 
where 𝐾𝑟𝑤𝑔 and 𝐾𝑟𝑔𝑤 are water and gas relative permeabilities in the gas-water system.  
Note that neither 𝐾𝑟𝑤𝑔  nor 𝐾𝑟𝑔𝑤  is available in this study and therefore they were 
assumed to be same as 𝐾𝑟𝑤𝑜 and 𝐾𝑟𝑔𝑜 respectively. 
 
 
Figure 2-6 Three-phase oil isoperms predicted Baker’s saturation-weighted model. 
Due to the importance of 3PRP for the prediction of flow behaviour, all three models have 
been widely tested in literature.  It has been argued that none of them is able to guarantee 
a consistent accuracy of 3PRP predictions.  In fact, many papers have presented 
contradictory conclusions with each other.  Delshad and Pope (1989) managed to compare 
the prediction accuracy of a range of 3PRP models, based on three-phase experimental 
data obtained in Berea sandstone core samples.  They claimed that Stone’s models failed 
to predict the experimental data whereas Baker’s methods generally provided a better fit 




Blunt (2000) found that Baker’s saturation-weighted method produced poor predictions 
at low oil saturations.  He claimed that this was because layer drainage (oil layers formed 
between water and gas) can be significant in 3-phase system, which leads to an increase 
in the oil relative permeability.  According to Spiteri and Juanes (2006), the method of 
Stone 2 could severely underestimate the oil relative permeability.  In a most recent study, 
Bourgeois et al. (2019) improved the prediction of 3PRP during WAG in both water-wet 
and oil-wet systems using the Stone 1 model.  They modified the model by Larsen and 
Skauge (1998) through adding a separate parameter (Cw) to account for trapped water 
saturation.   
 
At this stage, the only agreement achieved from all these disagreements is that none of 
those empirical models is able to predict the relative permeabilities with consistent 
accuracy all the time, not mentioning when other flow mechanics are involved, such as 
hysteresis, low-interfacial tension effects etc.  Although the main objective of this 
simulation-based study is not to history-match any experimental data or develop a new 
empirical model, it is necessary to recognise the main features of these 3PRP models 
before applying them in the simulations.  All three models were tested with an aim to 
provide a base case for the new synthesis (MCE & MIFT) proposed here to be built on.  
Very importantly, a detailed investigation will be carried out to determine the discrepancy 
in the flow behaviour induced by the different treatments of these models, particularly 
during the near-miscible WAG displacement.  In fact, there are many other 3PRP models 
existing, such as the model developed by Blunt (2000) and the model proposed by Ranaee 
et al. (2015).  Since these models are much less frequently used and not available in the 
commercial simulator (CMG/GEM here), they will not be discussed any further.  
 
In fact, the pore network models (Blunt, 2001; Van Dijke et al., 2001) can be alternatively 
used to predict the relative permeabilities based on the pore structure and the displacement 
physics.  However, empirical models are still frequently used in the oil industry for 
reservoir simulations.  This is simply because accurate descriptions of the pore geometry 
and wettability are not always fully available.  In fact, another reason that the 3PRP 
models mentioned above (Stone 1, Stone 2 and Baker) are normally coded in the 
commercial simulators is their simplicity, which allows them to be incorporated with 
other functions to reflect additional flow mechanics, such as the IFT effects and 
permeability hysteresis.   
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2.5.3 IFT-dependent relative permeability 
As demonstrated earlier in Section 2.3, a significant mass transfer can occur in a near-
miscible CO2-oil system.  With the continuously changing fluid constitution, the 
interfacial tension between gas and oil (𝜎𝑔𝑜) can also change dramatically during this 
process, which may also have a great impact on the fluid behaviour in a multi-phase 
system.    
 
Longeron (1980) and Bardon (1994) performed a series of core flooding tests to 
investigate the IFT effects on relative permeability using a binary fluid mixture.  They 
concluded that the residual oil saturation is highly dependent on the value of σgo, 
especially when it is lower than 0.1 mN/m.  Very importantly, the relative permeabilities 
to both oil and gas became linear as IFT approached zero.  This is a very important result 
in the literature on near miscible gas injection, but it omits the effects of the presence of 
much heavier hydrocarbon components in real oils.  For such realistic systems, the 
stripping/compositional effects remove the lighter components leaving the heavier ones 
behind and as the displacement progresses, the gas/oil IFT will frequently increase, as 
shown in Chapter 4. 
 
Betté et al. (1991) performed a series of numerical simulations to evaluate IFT effects on 
fluid behaviour.  They claimed that IFT effects barely affect the ultimate recovery.  In 
fact, the IFT effects in their study were probably masked by the more dominant 
compositional effects.  They only simulated continuous injection of CO2 into 1D slim-
tube models and cores, and they did not simulate WAG.  Although the importance of IFT 
effects was not well resolved, their method of simulating IFT effects has been well 
accepted and incorporated in commercial software, such as GEM/CMG.  This present 
work agrees with the finding of Betté et al. for continuous gas injection, but I go on to 
show that IFT effects are much more important in near-miscible WAG processes. 
 
Cinar and Orr (2005) experimentally investigated the effect of σgo variation on three phase 
relative permeabilities.  A very important conclusion from their study is that oil relative 
permeability can be significantly improved at a 𝜎𝑔𝑜 range of 0.03 to 2.3 mN/m.  On the 
other hand, the relative permeability of the wetting phase (water here) is hardly affected 




Shyeh-Yung (1991) used core flood experiments of CO2 injection to examine the effects 
of pressure, initial saturation and volume of injected CO2.  He highlighted the positive 
effects of both mass transfer and low interfacial tension on the ultimate recovery, 
particularly at near-miscible conditions.  In addition, he suggested that slim-tube tests 
might not be able to provide results as realistic as those from reservoir-condition 
corefloods. 
 
Nowadays, increasing micromodel experiments and theoretical analysis have pushed 
forward a better understanding of the multi-phase flow at the pore-scale, particularly 
under near-miscible conditions.  Sohrabi et al. (2004; 2008a; 2008b) designed a series of 
WAG tests to evaluate IFT effects at the pore-scale. They used etched glass micromodels 
to mimic the pore structure of reservoir rocks and varied the wettability conditions by 
injecting either water or oil before the tests.  They claimed that if the IFT between oil and 
gas is reduced to the level of 1 - 3 mN/m, good oil recovery can be obtained through either 
a thick oil film (oil wetting) or an oil layer (water wetting).  In other words, the local 
displacement efficiency can be greatly improved by means of an “oil film/layer”, even 
though the IFT is not an ultra-low level (i.e. 𝜎𝑔𝑜 ~ 1 - 3 mN/m and not necessarily as low 
as 𝜎𝑔𝑜 ~ 0.001 mN/m). 
 
Sorbie and van Dijke (2010) proposed a consistent pore-scale theory of phase flow for 
the transition from immiscible to miscible conditions with respect to the impact of IFT 
effects on the contact angles.  They modified the equations originally proposed by Al- 
Al-Siyabi et al. (1999) to account for this low IFT (but not ultra-low) transition.  They 
concluded that the “oil film” mechanism is particularly important during near-miscible 
WAG, where IFT is at a level of 1 - 3 mN/m for instance.  In fact, this would normally 
be described as “immiscible”, but is better described as “near-miscible”.   
 
It can be seen that IFT variations could have a great impact on the flow behaviour at both 
pore and laboratory scale.  Skauge and Sorbie (2014) produced a review on the flow 
mechanisms at different scales during the process of WAG injection.  They pointed out 
the strong link between pore-scale physics, the core-scale and field-scale oil recovery 
mechanisms.  As motivated by their study, it was therefore proposed here that such IFT 
effects, which are related to the “oil-film” (oil-layer) mechanism, should be included in 
the reservoir simulation.  However, IFT does not explicitly appear in the flow equations 
in a conventional reservoir simulation.  In order to capture this important mechanism 
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(MIFT), an IFT-dependent relative permeability model is applied here.  Both the shape and 
end-point of relative permeabilities of oil and gas change as a function of 𝜎𝑔𝑜.  In fact, 
this is another requirement of performing a full-compositional simulation, which provides 
a more accurate/consistent IFT prediction based on the Equation 2-33 (CMG, 2017), i.e. 
McLeod-Sugden equation.   
 
  𝜎𝑔𝑜 = (∑ 𝑃𝑐ℎ_𝑖
𝑛𝑐
1
 (𝜌𝑜𝑦𝑜𝑖 − 𝜌𝑔𝑥𝑔𝑖))
4 Equation 2-33 
 
where 𝑛𝑐  is the number of fluid components; 𝑃𝑐ℎ_𝑖 is the parachor of component i; 𝜌𝑜 is molar 
density of oil; 𝑦𝑜𝑖is mole fraction component i in oil phase; 𝜌𝑔 is molar density of gas; 𝑥𝑜𝑖is 
mole fraction component i in gas phase.   
 
Unlike the 3-phase relative permeability functions, the effort spent on developing a more 
rigorous IFT dependent relative models are fairly limited.  Coats (1980) proposed the first  
IFT-dependent model to simulate gas displacement to take account of IFT effects.  This 
method entails an interpolation between immiscible relative permeability and scaled 
phase saturations, which reflects the feature of a fully miscible relative permeability as a 
straight line.  The weighting function (𝑓) with a specified critical gas/oil IFT, 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 , is 
introduced to control the contribution of the IFT effects.  If the actual 𝜎𝑔𝑜is above the 
threshold value (𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 ), the initial immiscible permeability is used.  If 𝜎𝑔𝑜< 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 , the relative 
permeability of oil and gas will be modified and gradually become linear functions as 𝜎𝑔𝑜 
approaches zero.  At the same time, the residual oil saturation and critical gas saturations 
should also decrease with 𝑓 and approach zero.  As seen in Equation 2-34 to Equation 
2-36, the smaller the weighting factor (𝑓), the greater the impact IFT effects will have on 
the relative permeabilities.   
 
  𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑔 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑔
𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 + (1 − 𝑓) ∗ 𝑆𝑜̅̅ ̅ 
Equation 2-34 
 𝐾𝑟𝑔 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝐾𝑟𝑔
𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 + (1 − 𝑓) ∗ 𝑆𝑔̅̅ ̅ 
Equation 2-35 




= (𝜎𝑔𝑜  𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 )𝑛⁄ , otherwise. 
Equation 2-36 
𝑆𝑜̅̅ ̅ =  
1 − 𝑆𝑔 − 𝑆𝑤𝑐 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔
∗





𝑆𝑔̅̅ ̅ =  
𝑆𝑔 − 𝑆𝑔𝑐
∗













Later, Betté et al. (1991) modified Coats’ model and introduced a separate parameter, i.e. 
hydrocarbon relative permeability (𝐾𝑟ℎ).  This concept reflects the fact that gas and oil 
should be indistinguishable when miscibility is achieved.  However, it was found that this 
method has a major shortcoming that the residual oil saturation jumps to zero as soon as 
IFT effects are activated in the simulation.     
 
𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑡 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝐾𝑟𝑜 + (1 − 𝑓) ∗ 𝐾𝑟ℎ ∗ (𝑆𝑜/(1 − 𝑆𝑤)) 
Equation 2-41 
𝐾𝑟𝑔𝑡 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝐾𝑟𝑔 + (1 − 𝑓) ∗ 𝐾𝑟ℎ ∗ (𝑆𝑔/(1 − 𝑆𝑤)) 
Equation 2-42 
𝐾𝑟ℎ = 0.5 ∗ (𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑤 + 𝐾𝑟𝑔) 
Equation 2-43 
 
Another model of IFT-dependent relative permeability based on Coats’ model can be 
found in CMG/GEM (CMG, 2019).  This method combines both the concept of 
hydrocarbon relative permeability and a consistent treatment of the residual oil saturation.  
A more extensive discussion of modelling IFT effects on the flow behaviour using these 
models can be found in Chapter 4.   
 
𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑡 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝐾𝑟𝑜 + (1 − 𝑓) ∗ 𝐾𝑟ℎ ∗ (
𝑆𝑜 − 𝑓𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔
1 − 𝑆𝑤 − 𝑓𝑆𝑜𝑟𝑔
) 
Equation 2-44 
𝐾𝑟𝑔𝑡 = 𝑓 ∗ 𝐾𝑟𝑔 + (1 − 𝑓) ∗ 𝐾𝑟ℎ ∗ (
𝑆𝑔 − 𝑓𝑆𝑔𝑐
1 − 𝑆𝑤 − 𝑓𝑆𝑔𝑐
) 
Equation 2-45 
2.5.4 Permeability hysteresis 
Permeability hysteresis is a well-recognised phenomenon.  It means that relative 
permeability is dependent not only on saturation but also the saturation history/direction 
(Killough, 1976; Spiteri and Juanes, 2006).  When strong flow reversals are involved, 
great errors may result in reservoir simulation if the phenomenon of permeability 
hysteresis is ignored.  There have been numerous studies on the hysteresis effects in both 
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2-phase systems and 3-phase systems.  Here, I focused on the commonly used models, 
which are also available in the simulator chosen here (CMG/GEM).  
2.5.4.1 Gas trapping  
In a gas-oil system, the non-wetting phase presents a lower relative permeability in the 
imbibition process than that in the primary drainage process at the same saturation (Naar 
et al., 1962).  This is because gas can be disconnected and trapped in the form of 
discontinuous ganglia (Killough, 1976; De Gennes et al., 2013).  The greater the amount 
of gas entrapment, the more reduction in the gas relative permeability.  Land (1968) firstly 
proposed a single-parameter model (i.e. Land constant, C) to predict the trapped gas 
saturation Equation 2-46 and this has been the basis of most subsequent gas trapping 
models.  Carlson (1981) developed a relative-permeability model based on a concept of 
free gas saturation and is defined as Equation 2-47 to Equation 2-49.  He proposed that 
gas saturation can be divided into two parts, i.e. the trapped gas saturation (𝑆𝑔𝑟) and the 
free gas saturation (𝑆𝑔𝑓).  The calculated free gas saturation can be used to predict the gas 










𝑆𝑔 = 𝑆𝑔𝑓 + 𝑆𝑔𝑟 
Equation 2-47 
𝑆𝑔𝑓 = 𝑆𝑔𝑐 + 
1
2
[ (𝑆𝑔 − 𝑆𝑔𝑟) + √(𝑆𝑔 − 𝑆𝑔𝑟)2 +
4
𝐶






Where 𝑆𝑔ℎ is the value of 𝑆𝑔 when the shift to imbibition occurs; 𝐾𝑟𝑔
𝑖𝑚 is the gas relative 
permeability during imbibition process;  𝐾𝑟𝑔
𝑑𝑟  is the gas relative permeability during 
drainage process.   
 
CMG also developed their own gas trapping model based on the same theory, although 
using a different formula to determine the free gas saturation (CMG, 2019).  
 
𝑆𝑔𝑓 = 𝑆𝑔𝑐 + 







where 𝑆𝑔𝑐 is the critical gas saturation; Sgrh is the value of Sgc corresponding to 𝑆𝑔ℎ via 
Land's equation (CMG, 2019). 
 
These two models (proposed by Carlson and CMG) are both developed based on the 
Land’s theory, although they differ in the treatment of the free gas saturation.  Another 
well-accepted model was developed by Killough (1976), which is a parametric 
interpolation method.  Since this method has not been coded to incorporate with the 
subsequent 3-phase hysteresis model in CMG/GEM, it was not tested here.   
2.5.4.2 3-phase hysteresis 
It has also been reported that 𝐾𝑟𝑤  was appreciably reduced in the secondary water 
injection compared with values during the primary water injection in a WAG process 
(Wang, 1988; Wegener and Harpole, 1996).  Based on the trapping model developed by 
Carlson (1981), Larsen and Skauge (1998) proposed an immiscible 3PRP model to reflect 
the hysteresis effects of both gas and water relative permeabilities under immiscible 
conditions.  They managed to achieve a better agreement between this model and the 
experimental data available from WAG injection experiments.  There are two major features 
in this model.  One is the reduced water permeability after the primary imbibition 
(Equation 2-51 to Equation 2-54).  The other one is the coupling of the residual oil 
saturation to the trapped gas saturation.  This is to reflect the fact that the recovery can be 
improved because of the trapped gas saturation under immiscible conditions (Negron-
Perez and Ali, 1973).  Note that the latter feature can be only activated under the condition 
that Stone 1 is used to model 3PRP hysteresis (Equation 2-55).  In fact, Larsen and 
Skauge’s model is widely used in many commercial software such as CMG/GEM (CMG, 
2019). 














) Equation 2-51 
For decreasing water saturation (drainage): 
If 𝑆𝑔 > 𝑆𝑔













𝐼) Equation 2-52 
If 𝑆𝑔 < 𝑆𝑔
𝐼  (oil flood), then  
𝑆𝑜𝑚(𝑚𝑜𝑑) = 𝑆𝑜𝑚 − 𝑎 ∗ 𝑆𝑔𝑡 Equation 2-53 
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If 𝑆𝑔 = 𝑆𝑔
𝐼  (constant gas saturation), then  
𝐾𝑟𝑤
𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 = (𝐾𝑟𝑤
𝑖𝑚𝑏)𝑓 Equation 2-54 
𝑆𝑜𝑚(𝑚𝑜𝑑) = 𝑆𝑜𝑚 − 𝑎 ∗ 𝑆𝑔𝑡 Equation 2-55 
 
where 𝐾𝑟𝑤
𝑖𝑚𝑏 is the calculated imbibition relative permeability; 𝐾𝑟𝑤
2𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
is the two-phase 
relative permeability; 𝑆𝑔
𝐼  is the gas saturation from the former process; 𝑆𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the 
maximum attainable gas saturation;  𝐾𝑟𝑤
3𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
 is the water relative permeability in a three-
phase system, which is the lower boundary for the scanning curve; (𝐾𝑟𝑤
𝑖𝑚𝑏)𝑓 is the water 
relative permeability from the former increasing water saturation process.   
 
As mentioned earlier, strong multi-phase flow behaviour is expected to occur in the 
process of near-miscible WAG displacement.  Both models (gas trapping and 3PRP 
hysteresis) will be tested respectively based on the new synthesis developed here.  Note 
the work presented here is mostly confined to water-wet systems, although I do address 
the concerns of the wettability condition on the flow behaviour in the section of 5.3.3.   
2.5.5 Capillary pressure 
The simultaneous existence of multiple immiscible fluids in the reservoir pores give rise 
to capillary pressure, which is defined as the pressure difference between two immiscible 
fluids at the interface (McPhee et al., 2015).  As defined by Equation 2-56 (Dullien, 
1992), the capillary pressure Pcow is a function of radii of curvature r of the shared 
interface, the contact angle (θ) and the interfacial tension between oil and water (σow).   
 






According to Brown (1951), the magnitude of capillary pressure is dependent on a range 
of factors, such as the textural properties of the medium, interfacial tension between 
fluids, the rock wettability etc.  Leverett (1941) developed a dimensionless function, the 
J-function (Equation 2-57), to describe the capillary pressure, which is still widely used 










where 𝑃𝑐 is the capillary pressure, 𝑘 is the absolute permeability, ∅ is the porosity; 𝜎 is 
the surface tension; 𝜃 is the contact angle.  Assuming an immiscible system, the value of 
the J-function is constant for a given saturation within a reservoir. 
 
Many researchers have proposed various modifications for J-function to improve its 
applicability for different rock types.  Saboorian Jooybari et al. (2010) and Ferreira et al. 
(2015) pointed out the importance of incorporating rock microstructure-related 
parameters, i.e. the shape factor and the hydraulic tortuosity.  Later, a general form of the 
J-function, which is suitable for variety of microstructures, has been proposed by Mirzaei-
Paiaman et al. (2018).  Since the focus of this study is not to improve the formula of J-
function, the traditional J-function (Equation 2-57) is used for simplicity:  
 
Capillary pressure is usually ignored in practice for reservoir simulations (Juanes and 
Blunt, 2006).  This is because the cell size in reservoir simulation is very large (a level of 
100~1000m).  At this scale, the viscous pressure difference between cells is large and 
dominates over the capillary pressure difference between cells (Ringrose et al., 1993).  
However, Schembre and Kovscek (2003) claimed that capillary forces might dominate 
multiphase flow in low-permeability rocks, where the bypassed oil is usually located.  
This is because the non-wetting phase must overcome the capillary pressure to flow.  This 
study includes an extension to the flow behaviour taking into account capillary pressure.  
A synthetic capillary oil-water curve based on J-function was tested with various injection 
rates to investigate its impacts on the distribution of remaining oil saturation.  Note that 
the J-function is not constant in practice within the realistic reservoirs due to the large 
variations in rock properties (rock typing), such as lithology and depositional pattern 
(Abedini and Torabi, 2015).  Since the total system size in this study is 50m×10m, i.e. 
essentially the size of one “grid block” in filed-scale simulations, the J-function is 
assumed constant for simplicity.  In fact, capillary pressure also presents hysteresis effects 
(Killough, 1976).  Note the focus of this study is on the two major mechanisms (MCE and 
MIFT) by which oil can be mobilised under near-miscible displacements.  Hysteresis of 
capillary pressure, although intriguing, is outside the scope of the present work. 
2.5.6 Dispersion  
According to Stalkup (1983), fluid dispersion or mixing could also have an impact on the 
recovery performance in a CO2-oil system, especially under miscible conditions.  This is 
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because the fluid in the miscible zone can be dissipated and therefore leads to the loss of 
the miscibility (Perkins and Johnston, 1963).   
 
According to Johns and Garmeh (2010), the source of fluid mixing includes two parts, 
i.e. molecular diffusion and convective dispersion (velocity variations related to 
heterogeneity).  The modelling methods of the reservoir mixing have been studied for 
years.  A common/simple way of modelling dispersion effects (dispersive flux) is to use 
the Fickian-type formula, which is defined as Equation 2-58 to Equation 2-61 (Lake, 
1989).  This method entails using a fixed value of dispersivity in the longitudinal (parallel 






























where 𝐽𝑖 is the total mass flux (rate of mass flow per unit area) of component 𝑖; 𝑦𝑖𝑘 is 
mass fraction of component 𝑖  in phase  𝑘  (oil, water and gas); 𝐷𝑖𝑘
∗  is the molecular 
diffusion coefficient of component 𝑖  in phase 𝑘 ; 𝐹𝑘  is formation resistivity factor for 
phase 𝑘; 𝛼𝑙𝑘 and 𝛼𝑡𝑘  refers to longitudinal and transverse dispersivity respectively; 𝑢𝑘⃗⃗⃗⃗  
is flow velocity of phase 𝑘; 𝑢𝑥𝑘,  𝑢𝑦𝑘 and 𝑢𝑧𝑘 are the flow velocity of phase 𝑘 in three 
directions (x, y and z) respectively.  The negative sign indicates that the direction of 
dispersion flux is from higher mass fraction to lower mass fraction.  The longitudinal 
dispersivity (𝛼𝑡𝑘) is always larger (an order of magnitude higher) than the transverse 
dispersivity (𝛼𝑡𝑘), which makes (𝐷𝑖𝑘)𝑥𝑦 is always positive (Lake, 1989).   
 
According to Gray (1975), the order of convective dispersion can be many times larger 
than molecular diffusion.  This is because the term of convective dispersion contains 
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contributions from fluctuations of the velocity, if the interstitial flow velocity (superficial 
velocity divided by porosity) is greater that 3cm/day (Lake, 1989).  Since the present 
analysis is confined to the flow behaviour during a short period of injection process (2.5-
20 days in a 50m-long model) with fairly high injection rate (0.1-0.4PV/day), it is 
assumed that the dispersion effects are mostly dominated by the convective dispersion.  
In other words, the term with 𝐷𝑖𝑘
∗  is neglected here.   
 
In fact, the outcome of such physical dispersion is remarkably similar to that of the 
numerical dispersions (truncation errors resulting from the approximations of the partial 
differential equations) in a finite-difference simulation (Abou-Kassem et al., 2013).  
According to Sorbie and Mackay (2000), it is a reasonable practice to use numerical 
dispersion to mimic the physical dispersions.  A major concern is that the numerical 
dispersion of reservoir simulations in practice is much larger than physical dispersion, 
due to mixing within coarse grid cells.  Although the level of mixing at the field scale is 
still debatable, a range of tests of varying cell size was performed to match the case with 
an assumed physical dispersion, which was determined based on the study of Arya et al. 
(1988).  It is the first step to determine an appropriate cell size (sufficiently fine) in a 
finite-difference simulation to conduct a reliable mechanistic study of near-miscible CO2-
WAG displacements.  A detailed discussion on this issue is presented in Chapter 4. 
2.6 Viscous fingering and channelling flow 
A gas flood inherently has an unstable displacing front due to the unfavourable mobility 





 Equation 2-62 
where 𝐾𝑟1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇1 are the relative permeability and viscosity of the displacing fluid (gas); 
𝐾𝑟2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇2  are the relative permeability and viscosity of the displaced fluid (oil).  
Typically, the end-points of the relative permeability are used to calculate the mobility 
ratio for immiscible displacements.  The smaller the value of M, the more stable 
displacing front.   
 
Gardner and Ypma (1984) performed 2D areal simulations to examine the effect of 
viscous instability in a miscible displacement.  They found that the remaining oil 
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saturation was significantly higher in the presence of fingering flow than in its absence.  
Later, Homsy (1987) produced a thorough review on both numerical and experimental 
(Hele-Shaw cell) studies on the viscous fingering with an aim to provide a fundamental 
understanding of the fingering flow.  He demonstrated how the major mechanisms, such 
as shielding, spreading and splitting, govern the development of the flow fingers in 
homogeneous systems.  He claimed that such phenomena should be very important in 
EOR processes.   
 
Waggoner et al. (1992) analysed the competition between effects of adverse mobility 
ratio and heterogeneous permeability during miscible displacement.  A set of simulations 
varying mobility ratio and level of heterogeneity were performed to reveal the different 
sources of fingering and channelling.  Fingering flow means tongues of displacing fluid 
forming at the interface between the displacing and displaced fluids (Kargozarfard et al., 
2019).  Fingering flow occurs when the mobility ratio is greater than one.  On the other 
hand, channelling flow refers to the phenomenon of dominant fluid flow through a few 
preferred pathways of least resistance (Tsang and Neretnieks, 1998).  Channelling flow 
occurs when the correlation length of the permeability field is of the order of the system 
length, even with unit mobility ratio.  Correlation length (𝜆𝐷) is a dimensionless parameter 
to describe the distribution of the spatial properties and is determined using the formula 
Equation 2-63.  The degree of correlation between the permeabilities at two points 
decreases with the increasing distance between them.  When the distance is above the 





 Equation 2-63 
where 𝜆 is the correlation length; L is the system length. 
 
Araktingi and Orr Jr (1993) also investigated the impacts of the heterogeneity on the 
fingering development. They found that if the heterogeneous permeability field is not 
correlated, the pattern of fingering is similar to homogeneous cases.  Such behaviour has 
been reproduced in my simulations based on a permeability field with random noise.  On 
the other hand, if the permeability field is highly variable and of a correlation length 
greater than a certain fraction of system length, the fingering pattern is mostly governed 
by the permeability distributions.  If the permeability distribution is lognormal, the 
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Dykstra and Parsons cofficient (Dykstra and Parsons, 1950) can be used to describe the 





= 1 − 𝑒−𝜎ln𝑘 Equation 2-64 
 
where 𝐾50  is value of median permeability; 𝐾84.1  is the permeability value at 84.1% 
probability; 𝜎ln𝑘 is the standard deviation of ln 𝑘. 
 
As motivated by these studies, a range of permeability fields were generated varying the 
Dykstra and Parsons cofficient (𝑉𝑑𝑝~0.1 − 0.7) and correlation length (𝜆𝐷~0.1 − 1) using 
a commercial software—Petrel (Schlumberger, 2018).  Based on these fields, I managed 
to trigger consistent and reproducible fingering and channelling flow regimes, with an 
aim to test various mechanisms of interest with a same basis.   
 
According to Christie et al. (1993), there are mainly two ways of investigating such 
unstable flows, i.e. empirical models and high-resolution numerical simulations.  One of 
the benchmark empirical method was proposed by Todd and Longstaff (1972).  They 
successfully modelled viscous fingering using a mixing parameter (ω, not to be confused 
with the parameter used in EOS) in a miscible displacement.  However, their method is 
based on an assumption of a single hydrocarbon phase in a black oil model without the 
account of the dynamic compositional effects.  Alternatively, many researchers also 
performed high-resolution numerical simulations to capture the details of the fingering 
flow. 
 
Chang et al (1994) investigated the phase-behaviour effects on finger formation.  Their 
simulations of multiple-contact miscible CO2 displacement showed that the component 
transfer between oil and CO2 causes viscosity contrast and the capillary force to decrease 
simultaneously.  Both effects tend to reduce the growth of fingering in their 2D results.  
However, due to the limitations of the computational power at that time, the grid 
resolution (Δx= 12.5 ft.) of their simulations was probably insufficient to fully capture 
the details of compositional effects and gas fingers.  For this reason, I built fine-cell 




Jessen et al. (2004) ran a set of slim-tube numerical tests varying grid resolution to 
analyse the interplay of phase behaviour and numerical dispersion.  They investigated the 
effect of the coarse grid on composition path along the slim-tube.  However, the 
methodology they used in the 1D model is not fully applicable to 2D models.  They did 
not clearly differentiate the source of discrepancies between inevitably reduced 
heterogeneity and numerical dispersion in their upscaled cases.  Instead, they only 
analysed the discrepancies of the viscosity and density of phases and oil recovery 
compared with slim-tube tests, and they did not take details of compositional effects into 
account.  
 
In a recent study, Moortgat (2016) described a series of sensitivity tests on viscous 
fingering accounting for mechanical dispersion, Fickian diffusion, flow rate, 
heterogeneity etc.  His study focused on the effect of changed viscosity and density on 
the formation of fingering.  He concluded that the fingering flow at near-miscible 
conditions could be profoundly different from first-contact miscible conditions and 
immiscible conditions presented in earlier studies.  However, the details of the 
compositional effects such as the composition path were not included in his study.  The 
effect of component transfer in a multidimensional system (such as a real reservoir) is 
still an issue.   
 
It can be seen that two important flow regimes, i.e. fingering and channelling, have been 
extensively analysed but only under either immiscible or miscible conditions.  On the 
other hand, the analysis of such flow behaviour is rarely conducted based on high-
resolution simulations with detailed account of compositional effects under near-miscible 
conditions.  For this reason, the first task of this mechanistic study is to understand how 
the compositional effects under near-miscible conditions interact with the aforementioned 
flow regimes, with an aim to provide a baseline on which to build a new synthesis. 
2.7 Summary  
In this chapter, a comprehensive review of the literature and the theoretical background 
required for this study has been conducted.  An overview of the key physics occurring in 
multiphase systems, particularly under near-miscible conditions, has been presented here.  
Details of the compositional effects and interfacial tension effects, which are the binary 
elements of the new synthesis developed in this thesis, are stated.  A review of the 
literature related to the multiphase flow functions, such as gas trapping, hysteresis of 
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water permeability and capillarity is presented.  To summarise, our survey of the literature 
highlighted a gap in the fundamental understanding in the transition from immiscible to 
miscible conditions.  This has motivated a mechanistic study focused on near-miscible 
displacement to be undertaken in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 Analysis of Compositional Effects on 
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Compositional Effects on Global Flow Regimes in CO2 Near-Miscible Displacements in 
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3.1 Introduction 
As mentioned previously, one of the challenges of properly modelling near-miscible 
displacement is that phase saturations and properties may experience dramatic changes 
due to the mass transfer between oil and CO2.  This is because the process of CO2 
dissolving into the oil phase and oil components being vaporised into the vapour phase 
leads to a continuous variation in composition, i.e. compositional effects.  Therefore, this 
chapter investigates the interaction of compositional effects with the flow behaviour 
during near-miscible and immiscible CO2-oil displacements in heterogeneous systems.  
Specifically, a series of issues have been addressed in this chapter:  
 How do compositional effects interact with the underlying heterogeneity pattern of 
the flow field, particularly in the  flow regimes of fingering and channelling?  
 What are the overall influences on the local displacement efficiency and the ultimate 
oil/component recovery? 
 How should we consistently measure and evaluate compositional effects, and thus 
assess the accuracy of simulations using models at different scales and dimensions? 
Both 1D and 2D areal systems were simulated using a fully compositional simulator, i.e. 
CMG/GEM.  The details of setup of the numerical models are presented below.   
3.2 Model description 
3.2.1 1D model 
 
Figure 3-1 Schematic of 1D model 
A very-fine-scale 1D model (i.e. Δx=0.001 m) was used as a base case to demonstrate the 
process of mass transfer (CO2 displacing oil).  Note that refining the cell size further has 
negligible influence on the results and therefore it is assumed to be a dispersion-free 
process.  A tracer analysis (H2O* displacing H2O) was also performed to determine the 
proper cell size to introduce a certain level of numerical dispersion, which was used to 
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mimic the realistic physical dispersion in the subsequent 2D analysis.  The whole length 
of the 1D simulation model here was set to 50m to reduce possible fluctuations in the 
numerical results (Figure 3-1).  More importantly, the results achieved in 1D tests can be 
directly compared to the subsequent 2D tests with the same “well spacing”.  The porosity 
and permeability were homogeneous and set to 0.1 and 1 Darcy respectively, with an aim 
to reduce the pressure difference along the model (Yellig and Metcalfe, 1980; Khabibullin 
et al., 2017). 
3.2.2 2D areal models 
Oil displacements by CO2 under both immiscible and near-miscible conditions were 
simulated for unfavourable mobility ratios in 2D areal random correlated systems.  Two 
heterogeneous permeability fields were generated based on Dykstra-Parsons (VDP) 
coefficients (Dykstra and Parsons, 1950) and dimensionless correlation ranges (RL).  
Model A which had a relatively short correlation length (0.1 of the system length) was 
generated to trigger possible fingering flow (Figure 3-2), while Model B had a longer 
correlation length (of the order of the system length), thus leading to channelling flow 
(Figure 3-3).  The injector in these tests was set to inject pure CO2 at a rate of 0.4 PV/d at 
reservoir conditions for 2.5 days (1PV in total) and the producer was controlled by setting 
the minimum bottom-hole pressure.  Both wells were horizontal and were perforated 
along the width of the model.  A set of parameters such as the residual oil saturation in 
representative cells and the oil and component recovery were compared between the 1D 
and 2D tests. 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Permeability Field A (VDP=0.7, RL=0.1) used to trigger fingering flow. 
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Figure 3-3 Permeability Field B (VDP=0.7, RL=1) used to trigger channeling flow. 
3.2.3 Fluid model 
Table 3-1 shows the data for a seven-component light oil (API ~ 35°) with a Minimum 
Miscibility Pressure (MMP) of 125 bar.  This 7-component lumped oil was based on a 
34-component oil (see Table-A1 in Appendix), which was provided to us by a sponsoring 
company.  In fact, a typical lumping strategy consisting of 4 pseudo-components, such as 
CO2, CH4, C2-7 and C8+ has been tested to reduce the compositional cost (Orr, 2007).  
However, it was found that the 4-component system in this case is not able to properly 
reflect an important phenomenon, namely that, most of the oil can be stripped but heavy 
components (such as C20+) may be left behind in the 1D model during near-miscible CO2 
displacement (see Figure-A1 in Appendix).  Therefore, a 7-component system is used 
here and the data given in Table 3-1 were applied to generate the PVT behaviour using 
the Peng-Robinson equation of state (EOS).  Depending on the reservoir conditions, seven 
components may partition between two phases, i.e. a liquid hydrocarbon phase and a 
gaseous phase.  The bubble point pressure was 38.5 bar at 53 °C (reservoir temperature).  
Oil viscosity was calculated using the Jossi, Stiel and Thodos’ correlation with an initial 
value of 0.16 mPa·s.  The relative permeability curves used here are shown in Figure 2-3.  
Note that a relatively high Sor (to immiscible gas) is chosen here (Sor=0.33) to give a 
higher target oil for stripping by compositional effects, and this emphasizes the magnitude 
of compositional effects on oil recovery.  At this stage, neither hysteresis, capillary effects 
nor low-interfacial tension effects on the relative permeabilities are included in this 
chapter.   
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Equation of State 













Mole fraction, % 1.2 11.7 19.5 22 28.2 9.4 8.1 
Critical P, atm 72.8 45.2 41.9 31.3 23.9 17.2 11.9 
Critical V, m3/k-
mol 
0.094 0.099 0.206 0.333 0.458 0.766 1.260 
Critical T, deg K 304.2 189.7 338.4 556.9 667.5 769.0 801.5 
Acentric factor 0.225 0.008 0.148 0.249 0.328 0.567 0.942 
Mw, gm/gmol 44.0 16.2 44.8 83.5 120.5 210.7 401.9 
Volume shift -0.082 -0.154 -0.085 -0.009 0.044 0.130 0.269 
Parachor 78.0 76.5 150.5 248.5 344.9 570.1 905.7 
Omega A 0.457 0.457 0.549 0.457 0.457 0.457 0.457 
Omega B 0.078 0.078 0.093 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078 
δCO2-i 0.000 0.104 0.124 0.129 0.150 0.080 0.130 
Table 3-1 Equation-of-state parameters for different components used in the simulation study. 
3.2.4 Numerical control 
Here, an adaptive implicit mode, which can optimise both the computational cost and 
simulation stability, was used.  This method entails switching from IMPES to a fully 
implicit formulation in the cells where the global mole fraction exceeds 0.15 (CMG, 
2017).  For the 1D model with a cell size of 0.001m in flow direction, the maximum time 
step was set to 5 x 10-6day leading to a Courant number of 0.5.  In addition, the maximum 
changes in global mole fraction were also specified during Newtonian iterations.  If the 
change of global mole fraction of any component exceeds 0.5, the time-step size is 
reduced and the time-step is repeated.  Note that refining the time step further or reducing 
the maximum change of global mole fraction made an insignificant change in the results 
and hence my simulations are essentially fully converged with this numerical control.    
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Component and phase distribution along the 1D model 
In order to understand the details of component transfer, the component and phase 
distribution along the 1D model were compared between immiscible (70bar) and near-
miscible (120bar) conditions.  Two snapshots of the phase and component distributions 
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Figure 3-4 Component distribution along 1D model after 0.6 PVI at immiscible (top) and near-
miscible (bottom) conditions. 
At immiscible conditions, limited amounts of light and medium oil components are 
vaporised into the CO2.  A frontal dry gas bank (mainly methane) was found; this 
phenomenon, has been well analysed in previous studies (Holm and Josendal, 1974).  The 
dry gas bank flows at a much lower viscosity and overtakes the oil at the front, and this 
may have an adverse effect on the sweep efficiency in reality.  Compared with immiscible 
displacement, more vaporised oil components are present in the gas phase at near-
miscible conditions.  There is very little oil left behind the displacing front.  The 
remaining oil mainly consists of heavy components (C20-C30 here) and the dissolved 
CO2.  In other words, the rest of the oil components have been stripped and recovered.  In 
addition, the resulting gas saturation is much higher at near-miscible conditions due to 
the vaporized oil components.  This effect might further aggravate the instability in multi-
phase flow in realistic (multi-dimensional) simulations since the gas is much more mobile 
than the oil.  Note that Figure 3-4 is presented here to qualitatively show the different 
level of mass transfer process between immiscible and near-miscible displacements rather 
than for detailed calculations.  For this reason, the details such as the smearing-out of the 
displacing front are not included.    
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3.3.2 Composition path 
In the previous section, I analysed the component distribution in all of the cells along the 
1D model at one particular time.  Here, the component constituents of a certain cell 
through the whole injection process was analysed in details.  The aim of this part is to 
track the compositional variations of phases using ternary diagrams to evaluate the 
compositional effects.  The dynamic fluid behaviour of CO2 displacement with three 
pseudo components (CO2, C1-7 and C8+) is presented.  The compositional path for both 
oil and gas were investigated for a representative cell (15m from the injector), at both 
immiscible and near-miscible conditions.  The representative cell selected here was 
designed to experience the full composition path during 1PV injection, but not to be 
dominated by CO2 instantly.   
 
 
Figure 3-5 Oil and gas composition path of the representative cell in the 1D model at 
immiscible (left) and near-miscible conditions (right). 
As seen in Figure 3-5 (right-hand diagram), the oil and gas composition can be very 
similar through multiple contacts during the process of mass transfer under near-miscible 
conditions.  The oil composition then becomes heavier again with the process of mass 
transfer.  This is because most of the oil components have been recovered leaving C20+ 
behind.  On the other hand, the stripping effect of the oil components has very limited 
impact at immiscible conditions (left-hand diagram).  It also explains why most of the 
medium-to-heavy components are left behind at immiscible conditions along the 1D 
model.  At the same time, the amount of CO2 dissolution is also limited through the whole 
injection process at immiscible conditions.  At near-miscible conditions, a greater amount 
CO2 dissolution occurs and CO2 displacement is able to vaporize C1-7 from the oil phase 
almost completely after 1PVI.  As expected, much higher local displacement efficiency 
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(remaining oil saturation close to 0 in this cell) can be achieved at near miscible conditions 
than at immiscible conditions (as seen in Figure 3-6).   
 
 
Figure 3-6 Remaining oil saturation of the representative cell at immiscible (blue) and near-
miscible conditions (red) in the 1D model. 
3.3.3 Dispersion in the model 
In the previous section, the process of mass transfer (reflected by the composition path in 
a ternary diagram) has been investigated using a very fine-scale (essentially dispersion-
free) 1D model.  However, in reality, it is expected that some level of physical 
(dispersion-like) local mixing should exist in the system (Stalkup, 1983).  According to 
Arya et al (1988) and Sorbie and Mackay (2000), the actual level of mixing in reservoirs 
should be 0.01m-2m at the scale of 10m-100m (50 m here).  Here, a dispersitivity (L) of 
0.025m was assumed and a tracer simulation (H2O* displacing H2O) was performed for 
various cell sizes, with the aim of using numerical dispersions to mimic the physical 
dispersions.   
 
 
Figure 3-7 Snapshots of tracer mole fraction along the 1D model, with varying cell size taken at 
0.4 PVI. 
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As seen in Figure 3-7, the results from our finest model (Δx=0.001m) with assumed 
dispersivity (0.025m) correctly converges with the coarser model (Δx=0.05 m) with no 
added dispersivity; recall that the dispersivity should be  = x/2.  Hence, the slightly 
coarser grid (Δx = 0.05m) will be used to mimic “realistic” (i.e. “reservoir-like”) 
dispersivities for the subsequent 2D analysis.  According to Jessen et al. (2004), the 
compositional effects can be very sensitive to dispersions, which will disrupt the shock 
structure and lead to lower levels of local stripping.   
 
One of motivations of this study is to provide input for any potential upscaling methods 
considering mass transfers.  That is, some of the effects modelled here which show the 
mixing and interaction between fluid flow and the changes in compositional paths should 
at least qualitatively, be as they occur in reality.  Here, a comparison of displacement 
performance between models with the cell sizes of 0.001m and 0.05m respectively is 
presented in Figure 3-8.   
 
 
Figure 3-8 Oil recovery of 1D tests with PVI varying cell size in the flow direction (Δx). 
As seen in Figure 3-8, the near-miscible displacement is more sensitive (as expected) than 
the immiscible displacement (discrepancy less than 1% between two immiscible curves).  
The oil recovery factor after 1PVI decreases from 96% to 89% under near-miscible 
conditions.  Clearly, the displacement performance has been degraded due to the artificial 
dispersion.  Such effects have been well analysed by Orr (2007), although they are highly 
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case-dependent on the oil composition.  Here, the composition path of the model with a 
cell size of 0.05m is plotted, and this serves as a reference for the subsequent 2D 
heterogeneous models.  As seen in Figure 3-5 (left) and Figure 3-9 (left), the composition 
path of immiscible displacement is almost identical for cell sizes of 0.001m and 0.05m.  
On the other hand, there is an observable discrepancy between the gas and oil composition 
of the coarser-grid model (Δx=0.05 m) and the finer model (Δx=0.001 m), particularly at 
the early contact of the displacement under near-miscible conditions, as seen in Figure 
3-5 (right) and Figure 3-9 (right).   
 
 
Figure 3-9 Oil and gas composition paths of the representative cell in the 1D model at 
immiscible (left) and near-miscible conditions (right) with the cell size of 0.05m. 
3.4 Fingering flow regime 
Keeping the previous points in mind, I now present results for flow simulations in our 2D 
“reservoir” system (50m x 10m) using heterogeneous correlated random permeability 
fields with short and long correlation lengths.  The shorter-correlation-length system (5m 
here) leads to fingering flow whereas the longer-correlation-length (50m here) induces 
channelling flow, as described below.  The results from model A (Figure 3-2), are 
presented first.  Due to the unfavourable mobility ratios between gas and oil, typical 
fingering flow behaviour occurs for both immiscible and near-miscible flow.  Note that a 
separate test with the unit mobility ratio on this permeability field presents stable front 
without any finger formation. 
 
As seen in Figure 3-10, it is not surprising that the oil recoveries in our 2D tests are worse 
than the 1D test.  As seen in Figure 3-11, multiple gas fingers (as expected) have been 
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developed under both immiscible and near-miscible conditions.  However, the difference 
in the reduction of the oil recovery under immiscible/near-miscible conditions compared 
with the 1D tests deserves a further analysis.  The lowered oil recovery under near-
miscible conditions is more than double that under immiscible displacement.  It was 
conjectured that the reduced recovery should be the result of a combination of differences 
in sweep efficiency associated with the viscous fingering and possible differences in local 
mixing that affect the composition path.  In order to test this conjecture, two typical areas 
(i.e. in a non-preferential and a preferential route) were investigated using a similar 
methodology to the 1D tests.  The composition path of 3 cells in a row (0.5m between 
each cell) in each streamline indicated by the black oval shapes is plotted in Figure 3-12. 
 
 
Figure 3-10 Oil recovery from 1D tests and fingering cases after 1 PVI under immiscible and 
near-miscible conditions. 
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Figure 3-11 Snapshot of gas saturation after 1 PVI under immiscible (top) and near-miscible 
conditions (bottom). 
As seen in Figure 3-12 (left), the compositional path of the selected preferential route is 
very similar to the 1D test with negligible discrepancy (Figure 3-9).  On the other hand 
(Figure 3-12 right), the later stages of both the oil and the gas composition path are largely 
missing in the non-preferential route, which indicates that the journey along the 
composition path is not complete.  In other words, the unstable phase flow determined by 
the underlying heterogeneity slows the flow in the unswept area and leads to unequal 
displacement performance between preferential and non-preferential routes.  In fact, it is 




Figure 3-12 Comparisons of composition path between preferential (left) and non-preferential 
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route (right) in the 2D areal heterogeneous system. 
The component recoveries for the 1D and 2D tests are shown in Figure 3-13  In the case 
of immiscible displacement, the reduction in recovery does not vary much with the 
components, from C5-7 and heavier.  On the other hand, there is a greater reduction in 
the recovery of the heavier components in the near-miscible case. This is because near-
miscible CO2 displacement relies on a continuous process of mass transfer between gas 
and oil.  Lighter components have moved preferentially in high gas saturation zones, and 
the heavier components left behind in slower flow zones have not been produced. 
 
 
Figure 3-13 Comparisons of component recoveries between 1D tests and fingering cases under 
immiscible (blue) and near-miscible conditions (orange).  
3.5 Channelling flow regime 
Due to the dominant heterogeneity in the system with a longer correlation length, typical 
channelling flow occurs both in immiscible and near-miscible cases, as seen in Figure 
3-14.  The flow in such a system (dominant channel flow) is quite similar to the flow in 
a stratified formation.  The presence of high-permeability area at the upper zone (Figure 
3-3) leads to early CO2 breakthrough occurs and very poor sweep efficiency.  As a result, 
the oil recoveries after 1 PVI in the channelling cases are much lower than in the 1D tests 
under both conditions.  Interestingly, the overall sweep of near-miscible displacement is 
rather worse than the immiscible displacement.  This because the significant oil 
vaporization during near-miscible displacement increases the gas saturation and therefore 
leads to more severe channelling flow, which greatly suppresses the crossflow.  
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Therefore, the net result of the decreased sweep but improved local displacement 
efficiency leads to a very limited recovery improvement, as seen Figure 3-15.   
 
Figure 3-14 Snapshot gas saturation after 1 PVI under immiscible conditins (top) and near-
miscible (bottom) conditions. 
 
 
Figure 3-15 Oil recovery of 1D tests and channelling cases after 1 PVI under immiscible and 
near-miscible conditions. 
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Similar to the previous analysis of the fingering flow, I present the composition path of 3 
cells in a row (0.5m between each cell) in two streamlines, indicated by black oval shapes, 
i.e. in a preferential route and at the flow boundary of the channel respectively (Figure 
3-14).  As expected, the composition path of the preferential route (Figure 3-16 left) is 
most similar to the 1D test whereas the one at the flow boundary (Figure 3-16 right) is 
much less complete.  Unlike the fingering case, the medium-heavy component recovery 
is not reduced more than the lighter components (Figure 3-17).  In other words, 
compositional effects are of less affected in the swept zone, where evident channelling 
flow occurs.  Both the ultimate oil recovery and component recovery are significantly and 
about equally reduced, when the underlying heterogeneity is of dominant influence.   
 
 
Figure 3-16 Comparisons of composition path between preferential (left) and flow boundary of 
the channel (right) in the 2D areal heterogeneous system. 
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Figure 3-17 Comparisons of component recoveries between 1D tests and channelling cases. 
3.6 Summary  
The central intention of this chapter is to study how compositional effects contribute to 
oil displacement by CO2, firstly in a 1D model and then in 2D areal heterogeneous 
models.  We managed to correlate such discrepancies in the composition change 
(indicated by ternary diagrams) to the reductions in local displacement efficiency.  In the 
absence of mixing (dispersion), certain shocks are known to occur in 1D multi-component 
near-miscible displacements of this type as extensively described by Orr (2007).  
However, in real systems there is always some level of mixing by various mechanisms 
e.g. dispersivity, heterogeneity and viscous fingering.  This mixing will disrupt the shock 
structure, alter phase paths in a 1D model and consequently can reduce oil recovery by 
suppressing component stripping.  In the models used in this work, I used very fine grids 
but with some level of mixing at a “realistic” reservoir scale (L = 0.025 m).  This can be 
done by using a very small (50m x 10m) “reservoir” model.  Indeed, the model is more 
like a medium sized single grid block and this allows us to use realistic levels of mixing 
(dispersivities).  Using these models, the phase and component compositional paths 
observed for a typical grid block in a 1D calculation, can now be compared with those in 
2D heterogeneous systems with different permeability structures that exhibit either 
fingering or channelling flow regimes.  The cases of “composition only” in this study 
provide a baseline for any other mechanism to be superimposed, such as interfacial 
tension effects, gravity and hysteresis (if WAG is applied).  Very importantly, the analysis 
of the dynamic compositional path and component recovery is effective to capture the 
potential discrepancies between the laboratory-scale phenomena and reservoir behaviour 
(or simply between different scales).  This is especially relevant when both compositional 
effects and heterogeneity are important, such as in near-miscible CO2 displacement.  In 
the following chapters, this work will be extended to consider Water-Alternating-Gas 
(WAG) displacements including IFT (film flow) effects.  Here, by comparing simulations 
of oil displacement by CO2 in these different 2D systems, three aspects of how the 
compositional effects interact with the flow regimes are stated below.   
 
1.The composition path in a 2D areal system does not follow the same composition path 
as in 1D tests, particularly in the later stages.  Various types of mixing such as dispersivity 
(substituted by numerical dispersions here), heterogeneity and viscous fingering can slow 
the process of component stripping and thus lower the displacement efficiency.  In 
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particular, recovery of heavier component is more likely to be affected in typical flow 
fingering regimes. 
 
2.Compositional effects are of much less importance when channelling flow occurs.  The 
strong oil vaporization can further aggravate the flow channel in cases considered here 
and therefore suppress crossflow.  The net result of the decreased sweep but improved 
local displacement efficiency leads to a very limited recovery improvement.  Due to the 
fact that heterogeneity is dominant in driving the channelling flow, subsequent analysis 
will be focused on the fingering flow regime, where both phase (i.e. compositional 
effects) and flow behaviour are important.   
 
3.Assuming a certain level of mixing, a 1D test is able to represent a preferential flow 
route (well-swept area) in a multi-dimensional system regarding the local displacement 
efficiency for the same amount of injection.  However, the overall displacement 
performance is highly dependent on the interaction of fingering/channelling flow, 
crossflow and compositional effects, which can be depicted using ternary diagrams.     
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Chapter 4 New Synthesis Incorporating 
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4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, a comprehensive numerical study has been conducted on MCE 
(compositional effects) and its influencing factors for this single mechanism acting alone; 
this may be described as applying conventional compositional simulation.  In addition to 
MCE, as the pressure increases and the system comes closer to miscibility (near miscible), 
another oil recovery mechanism involving enhanced oil layer flow occurs as a result of 
reduced gas/oil IFT (𝜎𝑔𝑜).  Sorbie and van Dijke (2010) cited experimental observations 
and presented theoretical evidence that significant hydrocarbon film or layer flow occurs 
at 𝜎𝑔𝑜 above complete miscibility, i.e. 𝜎𝑔𝑜 ~ 1 – 3 mN/m.  This is referred to as MIFT, 
which is modelled here as an increase in hydrocarbon relative permeability under near-
miscible conditions.  
 
 
Figure 4-1 Schematic of the possible mechanistic processes that may occur in a CO2 (gas) 
displacement process at immiscible and near-miscible conditions. 
Figure 4-1 shows a schematic diagram with the range of possible combinations of 
mechanisms (MCE and MIFT) that can occur (at least theoretically) in CO2 (or other gas) 
displacement processes.  Given the importance of both MCE and MIFT during near-
miscible displacement by which oil can be mobilised, this chapter shows how the MCE 
and MIFT mechanisms, separately and together, impose their effects on flow behaviour 
and oil recovery.  In addition, a further motivation in this chapter is to analyse the overall 
outcome when these mechanisms are incorporated in the commonly used methods of IFT-
dependent relative permeability, i.e. Coats (1980) and Betté et al. (1991).  This detailed 
analysis of the modelling process of the oil displacement by CO2 at near-miscible 
conditions within fine-scale models will lead to the development of more rigorous ways 
to simulate large-scale CO2-EOR processes.   
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4.2 Model description 
4.2.1 IFT-dependent models: Betté and modified Coats 
Currently, there are two methods available in CMG/GEM (CMG, 2019) for modelling 
the effect of a change in IFT on relative permeabilities, i.e. Betté’s model and Coats’ 
model (modified version).  Full details of equations used in these two models can be found 
in the section of 2.5.3.  In fact, these two models entail using the same interpolation 
parameter 𝑓, which can be determined using Equation 2-36, i.e. (𝜎𝑔𝑜  𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 )𝑛⁄ .  According 
to Coats (1980), the exponent “𝑛” should be generally in the range of 0.1 to 0.5.  A 
sensitivity analysis on the choice of 𝑛 is included accordingly.  To begin with, 𝑛 is set to 
0.5 as an example.  Note that the differences between two models are twofold: they treat 
the residual oil and the relative permeabilities differently.  Both models will be 
extensively tested and analysed in this chapter.  The setup of the numerical models is the 
same as the cases previously presented in Chapter 3, with an aim to conduct a consistent 
analysis and guarantee that any change of flow behaviour results from the IFT effects 
here.   
 
Before performing any simulations of oil displacement by CO2 under IFT effects, a range 
of relative-permeability curves are firstly plotted varying the (𝜎𝑔𝑜/𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 ) ratio using both 
models, i.e. the Betté model and the Coats model.  As seen in Figure 4-2, both models 
show that the relative permeabilities approach linearity with decreasing 𝜎𝑔𝑜 (as 𝜎𝑔𝑜/𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  
ratio decreases) and these two sets of curves are quite similar.  However, there are 
discrepancies between oil relative permeability curves, which may have a significant 
impact on the flow behaviour.  Here, I take the (𝜎𝑔𝑜/𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 ) ratio of 0.1 (𝑓 = 0.32 assuming 
the exponent of 𝑛 as 0.5) as an example to be plotted in Figure 4-3 using semi-log scale 
to demonstrate these differences: 
 
1. Based on the same initial input of immiscible relative permeabilities (Figure 2-3), the 
IFT-dependent oil relative permeability produced from the Coats model is generally 
lower than the one produced from the Betté model.  This discrepancy increases with 
gas saturation (i.e. decreasing oil saturation).  In addition, the gas relative permeability 
from the Coats model was slightly lower than that from the Betté model. 
2. It was also found that the residual oil saturation in the Coats model is proportional to 
the (𝜎𝑔𝑜/𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 ) ratio, as seen in  Equation 2-39.  On the other hand, the residual oil 
saturation in the Betté model goes immediately to zero under IFT effects.  In other 
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words, oil is always mobile (Kro>0) as long as the IFT effects are triggered (i.e. 
𝜎𝑔𝑜< 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 ).  This is because of the nature of the method used for modelling IFT effects 
in the Betté model (Equation 2-41 and Equation 2-42).  This method has no further 
treatment of the residual oil saturation.  Because of the contribution of the non-zero 
gas relative permeability to Krh, the consequent oil relative permeability is therefore 
not zero, although it may often have a very low value (e.g. 0.001-0.05).  
 
 
Figure 4-2 Relative gas and oil permeability of an example with varying (𝜎𝑔𝑜/𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 ) ratio, Betté 
model (left) and Coats model (right). 
 
Figure 4-3 An example of relative permeabilities with a  𝜎𝑔𝑜/𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  ratio of 0.1. 
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Figure 4-4 Residual oil to gas as a function of  𝜎𝑔𝑜/𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  ratio.  
In fact, such MIFT-induced features of relative permeabilities can be easily masked by the 
dominant compositional effects (MCE), i.e. oil stripping, which is able to extract oil further 
below the residual saturation under certain conditions.  Results will be presented from a 
series of numerical simulations to assess and differentiate the impacts of the MCE and 
MIFT mechanisms on the flow behaviour during CO2 injection.  The possible discrepancy 
of the simulation results were investigated between these two models, i.e. Betté et al. 
(1991) and Coats (1980), in order to improve the modelling of the transition from 
immiscible to miscible oil displacement by CO2.   
4.2.2 Injection strategy 
As shown in the Section 3.4, the displacing front is unstable (as expected) during the 
continuous injection of CO2, which leads to a great amount of bypassed oil.  In order to 
achieve a better displacement performance, WAG injection, which is commonly applied 
in practice to improve the mobility control when fingering flow occurs, has been tested 
and analysed using the injection strategy shown in Table 4-1.  Note the aim of this thesis 
is not to optimise the injection scenario to maximise the oil recovery.  For this reason, a 
typical injection strategy is applied throughout the rest of the analysis in this thesis.  In 
addition, only the fingering flow regime (triggered by Model A shown in Figure 3-2) will 
be the focus in the following chapters.  This is because the regime of channelling flow is 
dominantly driven by the permeability field rather than the key physics of interest.   
 




1 PVI continuous CO2 injection at reservoir conditions 
WAG 1st water cycle 1st gas cycle 2nd water cycle 2nd gas cycle 3rd water cycle 
2PVI 0.4 PVI water 0.4 PVI CO2 0.4 PVI water 0.4 PVI CO2 0.4 PVI water 
Table 4-1 Injection strategy. 
4.3 Pseudo tracer analysis 
The tracer analysis is not directly available with our simulator when performing 
compositional simulations (CMG, 2019).  Therefore, a pseudo tracer simulation was 
carried out to demonstrate some of the mechanistic flow features in our 2D models.  
Specifically, when it was suspected from our original simulations that viscous crossflow 
(Zapata and Lake, 1981; Sorbie and Skauge, 2019) may be an important mechanism in 
near-miscible WAG process, we wished to test this hypothesis directly by labelling the 
bypassed oil after the first gas flood.  This analysis involved injecting a certain amount 
of tracer oil, which had same EOS data as initial oil.  The “C8 to C12” (the component 
with the most mole fraction) was renamed as C8* and served as a tracking target.  All the 
other simulation parameters were the same as the ones in previous simulations.  The main 
details of the design of the tracer simulations are as follows:  
1. All EOS parameters of this tracer oil (C8*) were exactly same as the initial oil, thus 
the oil phase behaviour was identical.  
2. The tracer oil was injected into a chosen position in a non-preferential (bypassed) 
flow route (identified from 2D simulations without injecting tracer first), with the aim 
of tracking the flow behaviour in the bypassed zone.  
3. Tracer was not injected at the start of the WAG floods (at t =0) in order to minimize 
the impacts from the initial water cycle, where the stable displacing front can greatly 
distribute the tracer and therefore complicate the investigation the IFT effects.  A very 
small amount of tracer was injected into the chosen bypassed grid block at a rate of 
1/12000 PV/hour for 2 hours (1/6000 PV in total).  Such injection was conducted either 
at the beginning of the simulation for the CO2 continuous injection floods (i.e. at t= 0) 
or the beginning of the first gas cycle during WAG (i.e. at t =0.4 PV).  We found that 
such a slow and small amount of tracer injection had a negligible impact on the overall 
flow pattern, compared with the simulations with no tracer. 
4. The whole tracer injection process was designed to avoid any contacts with CO2 to 
guarantee C8* only exists in the oil phase before the injected CO2 arrives.   
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Results will now be presented from a series of numerical simulations to assess and 
differentiate the impacts of the MCE and MIFT mechanisms on the flow behaviour and oil 
displacement characteristics during CO2 injection.  We investigate any possible 
differences in simulation results from the two models which describe the MIFT 
mechanism, i.e. Betté et al. (1991) and Coats (1980), in order to improve the modelling 
the transition from immiscible to miscible oil displacement by CO2.  To follow the 
structure and logic of these tests, the results are presented in seven steps/sections outlined 




Injection scheme & 
Mechanisms included 
Objective 
4.4.1 1D Continuous CO2 injection: 
1. Neither MCE nor MIFT 
2. MIFT acting only (non-
physical) 
To assess the impact of MIFT on the oil 
recovery in a typical 1D model during 
immiscible continuous injection. 
4.4.2 2D areal Continuous CO2 injection: 
1. Neither MCE nor MIFT 
2. MIFT acting only (non-
physical) 
To investigate the impact of MIFT on the 
oil recovery during immiscible 
continuous injection. 
4.4.3 1D  Continuous CO2 injection: 
1. MCE acting only  
2. Both MCE and MIFT 
To determine the threshold value of 
interfacial tension for modelling IFT 
effects. 
4.4.4 2D areal Continuous CO2 injection: 
1. MCE acting only 
2. Both MCE and MIFT 
To investigate the combined impact of 
MCE and MIFT on the oil recovery during 
near-miscible continuous injection. 
4.4.5 2D areal CO2-WAG  
1. MCE acting only 
2. Both MCE and MIFT 
To investigate the combined impact of 
MCE and MIFT on the oil recovery during 




Continuous and CO2-WAG  
1. MCE acting only 
2. Both MCE and MIFT 
To investigate the role of viscous 






1. MCE acting only 
2. Both MCE and MIFT 
To investigate the impact of 3-phase 
relative permeability models on the 
predictions of oil recovery. 
Table 4-2 Outline of numerical tests performed and objectives of each stage for this chapter. 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Preliminary 1D test on IFT effects at immiscible conditions (non-physical) 
The first set of simulations studied IFT effects (MIFT), in the absence of compositional 
effects (MCE).  This is an artificial scenario, but is useful for gaining an understanding of 
IFT effects.  The simulations were performed at a pressure of 70 bar, which was below 
the minimum miscibility pressure (MMP).  In order to determine a suitable threshold 
value of 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  to use when modelling IFT effects to reflect the “film flow” mechanism 
(MIFT), a representative cell (3/10 of the 1D system length from the slim-tube injector) 
was selected to track its IFT throughout the whole process of immiscible displacement.  
The choice of the threshold value used in this study is based on results by.  As shown in 
Figure 4-5, IFT first decreases from 7 mN/m to 3 mN/m and then increases again up to 
about 5 mN/m (because of CO2 dissolution and minor stripping).  Therefore, to illustrate 
the effects of the IFT only in this immiscible displacement, a range of threshold values 
(from 5 mN/m and 10 mN/m) has been tested to analyse their effects on the oil recovery.  
In addition, the threshold was set to 100 mN/m, in order to examine an extreme (non-
physical) case where the IFT effect is “switched on” throughout the displacement rather 
than only in the notional “near-miscible” region.  Here, I simulated the immiscible 
displacement to minimize the compositional effects, but emphasize the IFT effects 
through testing a set of larger threshold values.  This (unrealistic) case would be case C 
(MIFT only) in the schematic phase diagram in Figure 4-1.  
 
 
Figure 4-5 IFT in the representative cell at immiscible conditions. 
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The results in Figure 4-6 show that, as expected, for this MIFT only case, the greater the 
value of 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 , the better the ultimate oil recovery is achieved in both models.  At the same 
time, the discrepancy between the two models also decreases with threshold IFT value.  
This is because the residual oil saturation in the Coats model is getting closer to 0 with 
increasing 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  (i.e. decreasing 𝜎𝑔𝑜/ 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  ratio).  Very importantly, it is found that even 
with the threshold value of 100 mN/m (the IFT effects act under all conditions in the 
displacement), the oil recovery is 76%, which is much less efficient than a typical near-
miscible 1D test (close to 90%).   
 
 
Figure 4-6 Recovery factor using various threshold value, 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 . 
On the other hand, it is rather surprising that there is only a limited difference in the oil 
recovery (no more than 3%) between the two models.  It was conjectured that this small 
difference in recovery is probably due to the fact that the oil relative permeability caused 
by IFT effects is too small to enable oil to flow through this 50m-long 1D model.  In order 
to test this conjecture, I extended the 1D simulations to reach 2PV and then even 10PV 
of CO2 injection with a 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  value of 10 mN/m.  This tests the case where the two models 
could possibly make significantly different predications.  As seen in Figure 4-7, the 
discrepancy increases quite significantly with injected pore volume and reaches about 
10% after 10PV of CO2 injected.  It therefore can be concluded here that, the two models 
generally agree with each other when a system is highly miscible, i.e. very small 𝜎𝑔𝑜/ 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  
ratio (e.g. 0.001 in a first-contact miscible system), with limited CO2 injection.  However, 
such a discrepancy can be amplified by the increasing injected pore volume, particularly 
during the transition from immiscibility to miscibility, i.e. 𝜎𝑔𝑜/ 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  ratio at a magnitude 
of 0.01-0.1 in a near-miscible system.  This is because the different treatment of oil 
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relative permeability between two models is mainly focused on the control of the residual 
oil zone, where the oil relative permeability is very low and can only be detected through 
high PV of gas injection.   
 
 
Figure 4-7 Recovery factor from cases varying injected pore volume with fixed value of 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 =10 
mN/m. 
In order to evaluate the significance of IFT effects using both models when viscous 
instability and heterogeneity are involved,  𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  was set to 10 for the subsequent 2D areal 
immiscible CO2 displacement.  Therefore the smallest ratios of 𝜎𝑔𝑜 / 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  is about 0.3 
leading to a residual oil saturation of 0.18 using Coats model.  Note that 𝜎𝑔𝑜  is not 
constant throughout the injection process due to component mass transfer, which is very 
weak at immiscible conditions but strong at near-miscible conditions.   
4.4.2 Impact of MIFT on the oil recovery during continuous injection at immiscible 
conditions (non-physical) 
Figure 4-8 shows the fluid distributions after 0.5PV of CO2 injection under purely 
immiscible conditions (no IFT), and with IFT effects for the value of 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 = 10 mN/m. As 
expected, fingering flow occurs in the system due to the unfavourable mobility ratio.  For 
the same amount of CO2 injection at reservoir conditions, cases with IFT effects show 
slightly decreased macroscopic sweep efficiencies.  This is because the oil mobilized by 
IFT effects can then be recovered allowing more gas to flow into these regions.  The 
consequent higher gas saturation leads to more aggressive gas fingers and therefore 
aggravates the imbalance of the fluid flow between preferential routes in the gas fingers 
(as indicated by oval shapes in Figure 4-8) and the non-preferential bypassed routes.  As 
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a consequence, the results in Figure 4-9 show that the oil in the non-preferential routes is 
even more poorly recovered (i.e. bypassed) than the base case (no IFT effects), whereas 
the oil in the preferential routes can be more efficiently produced.   
 
 
Figure 4-8 Snapshots of gas saturation with 0.5PVI of CO2 at immiscible conditions. 
 
Figure 4-9 Snapshots of oil saturation with 1PVI of CO2 at immiscible conditions. 
As seen in Figure 4-10, the combined IFT effects of poorer sweep but lower remaining 
oil in the preferential paths lead to a very limited improved oil recovery compared to the 
base case without IFT effects (Betté: 4.1%, Coats: 2.9%).  In addition, the local 
displacement efficiency in the preferential routes near the injector is slightly better based 
on the Betté model than on the Coats model.  This is simply because of the different 
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treatment of residual oil saturation between two models and matches our observations 
made in the previous slim-tube section.  However, this discrepancy does not make much 
difference in the oil recovery between the two models after 1 PVI, which is a typical 
volume for continuous CO2 injection in laboratory (Betté et al., 1991).  This is because, 
even with the Betté model, the newly mobilized oil is still of very low permeability and 
therefore not sufficient to be recovered with a certain amount of continuous CO2 injection 
(see Figure 4-10). 
 
 
Figure 4-10 Oil recovery with/without IFT effects at immiscible conditions after 1PV CO2 
continuous injection. 
4.4.3 Determination of threshold value for modelling IFT effects at near-miscible 
conditions  
Simulations that minimized the oil-stripping effects (MCE) but included and exaggerated 
the IFT effects (MIFT) on the flow behaviour in a fingering flow regime have been 
presented in the previous section.  This provided a better understanding of the magnitude 
of the impact, which IFT effects might have on flow behaviour.  Now, the near-miscible 
displacement (P = 120 bar) is simulated with various levels of IFT effects to investigate 
the combined outcome from both mechanisms (MCE & MIFT shown in Figure 4-1).  Figure 
4-11 shows the calculated grid block IFT throughout the 1D simulations in a 
representative cell for the near miscible displacement; the immiscible IFT values from 
Figure 4-5 are also shown for comparison. 
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Figure 4-11 IFT in the representative cell at near-miscible conditions. 
The results in Figure 4-11 (orange line) show that or the near-miscible flooding case 
clearly lead to a much wider range of IFT values during the whole process (from 0.01 to 
7 mN/m).  In the early stages of the displacement, CO2 and oil are approaching miscibility 
through the mass transfer process, and IFT sharply decreases.  In fact, the lowest IFT 
occurs at the point where gas and oil composition are most similar.  In other words, this 
moment corresponds to the point that gas and oil composition are closest to each other in 
the ternary diagram, as shown in Figure 3-9 (green oval).  With further contacts between 
CO2 and oil, σgo again increases and the fluids become immiscible.  This is because the 
light-medium oil components have been mostly vaporized leaving the remaining oil 
consisting mainly of heavy components.  This phenomenon has been extensively 
described in Chapter 3.  The lowering of the IFT, which is a consequence of the 
compositional effects (MCE), also leads to an increased oil relative permeability (MIFT,) 
as soon as σgo < 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 .  In addition, these effects impose a further complexity as they must 
also interact with the flow behaviour in heterogeneous systems in the preferential and 
non-preferential flow paths.  It has been clearly demonstrated that “different mechanisms 
work in different places for different processes”. 
 
Again, a range of 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  values was tested to analyse the role of MIFT mechanism on the 
ultimate oil recovery in the near-miscible 1D oil displacements by continuous CO2 
injection.  As shown in Figure 4-12, the IFT effects on the near-miscible displacement in 
the 1D model were found to be minor regarding the oil recovery.  This is simply because 
the oil-stripping effects (MCE) have already been able to recover most of the oil in the 1D 
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system and therefore leaving little target oil saturation for IFT effects (MIFT) to work on.  
Therefore, the discrepancy between the two models under near-miscible conditions is also 
negligible.  What should also be highlighted here is that the remaining oil saturation 
mostly consists of the heavy components (higher viscosity) with very poor mobility 
(which also leads to the increasing IFT as the flood progresses).  This will further hinder 
the oil phase flow (poor mobility), leading to a fairly limited incremental oil recovery.  In 
other words, the oil stripping effects (MCE) have greatly masked and restricted IFT effects 
(MIFT) and are therefore dominant during the oil displacement by CO2 (continuous 
injection) in 1D tests under near-miscible conditions.  It was noted above that Betté et al. 
(1991) had already described this effect.  However, given the findings below, they did not 
point out that 1D experiments are actually a very poor way of examining the IFT effects 
(the MIFT mechanism) in continuous gas injection; worse still, such experiments actually 
miss these effects.   
 
 
Figure 4-12 Recovery factor vs time for various values of 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 . 
4.4.4 Combined impact of MCE and MIFT on the oil recovery during continuous 
injection 
In fact, IFT effects are commonly either ignored or simulated with a very low value of 
threshold, such as 0.001 mN/m (fully miscible conditions). However, according to 
Sohrabi et al. (2004) and Sorbie and van Dijke (2010), oil layer flow is an important flow 
mechanism during near-miscible gas displacement.  They found that although gas-oil 
interfacial tension is not ultra-low (e.g. at a level of 𝜎𝑔𝑜~ 1-3 mN/m), significant oil flow 
can still be observed through oil layer drainage.  In order to reflect their theory and 
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evaluate the significance of such effects, the threshold IFT, 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0  in our simulations is set 
to 5 mN/m for the following 2D areal near-miscible CO2 displacements.  That is to 
investigate the effect of combined mechanisms (MCE and MIFT) on the flow behaviour, 
when viscous instability and heterogeneity are involved.   
 
Figure 4-13 shows a snapshot of the gas distribution in the system after 0.5 PV of CO2 
injection and Figure 4-14 shows the remaining oil distribution after 1PV of CO2 injection; 
the cases shown are for the near-miscible case (fixed MCE) with/without IFT effects 
(with/without MIFT).  A comparison of Figure 4-8a and Figure 4-13a shows how the oil-
stripping mechanism affects flow behaviour.  For the same pore volume of CO2 injected, 
the gas saturation is much higher in the near-miscible case than in the immiscible case in 
the preferential routes (as indicated by the oval shapes).  Under near-miscible conditions, 
the oil components have been mostly vaporized into the CO2 and thus flow in the gas 
phase.  As a result, the greatly increased gas saturation will form more aggressive gas 
fingers under near-miscible conditions than under immiscible conditions.  More 
interestingly, IFT effects mobilize some oil, which leads to a slightly worse macroscopic 
sweep efficiency.  Both mechanisms are working in tandem to recover the oil in the 
preferential routes (as indicated by the oval shapes) but forming more severe gas fingers 
at the same time, as seen in Figure 4-13 (a-c).  As a result, the oil in the preferential routes 
can be more efficiently produced, whereas the oil in the non-preferential routes is even 
more poorly recovered than in the base (Figure 4-15).  The results in Figure 4-15 show 
that the oil recovery after 1PVI has been modestly increased by the IFT effects (3 - 4%), 
but only by a very limited amount due to viscous instability forming dominant gas fingers.  
As expected, there is a minor dicrepancy regarding the ultimate oil recovery between 
Betté and Coats, due to the dominant stripping effecects (oil components flow in gas 
phase).  Both of them are showing that there is a significant amount of bypassed oil in the 
non-preferential routes.   
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Figure 4-13 Snapshots of gas saturation with 0.5PVI of CO2 under near-miscible conditions. 
 
Figure 4-14 Snapshots of oil saturation after 1PVI CO2 under near-miscible conditions. 
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Figure 4-15 Oil recovery after 1PV continuous CO2 injection with/without the account of IFT 
effects (𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 = 5 mN/m). 
The issue of the oil left in the non-preferential routes is resulted from the dominant gas 
fingers.  The analysis of these interactions between oil stripping/compositional effects 
(MCE) and IFT effects (MIFT) has led me to consider WAG injection, which is expected 
to improve the stability of the displacing front.  Therefore, a range of numerical 
simulations of near-miscible WAG displacement with the aforementioned injection 
strategy (Table 4-1) was conducted with/without IFT effects as shown below. 
4.4.5 Combined impact of MCE and MIFT on the oil recovery during CO2-WAG injection 
At this stage, the Stone 2 model was used to model the oil relative permeability serving 
as a base case.  Other typical 3PRP models, such as Stone 1 and Baker saturation weighted 
method, were tested to avoid the possible biased results due to the choice of 3PRP models.  
The analysis of this sensitivity test is presented in section 4.4.7. 
 
Figure 4-16 (Betté) and Figure 4-17 (Coats) show the remaining oil saturation at various 
stages of the WAG simulations comparing near-miscible cases (always with MCE acting) 
both with and without the IFT effects (MIFT) included.  The figures on the left (a-d) show 
the results without IFT effects (MCE only), and those on the right (e-h) with IFT effects 
(combined MCE and MIFT).  As expected, WAG is able to efficiently improve macroscopic 
sweep with/without IFT effects.  Very importantly, both the Betté and the Coats model 
give the same prediction that the overall displacement performance is significantly 
enhanced through the IFT effects (MIFT).  In contrast to the case of continuous injection, 
the local displacement efficiency, particularly in the non-preferential routes, can be very 
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effectively improved in the case of WAG displacement.  As seen in Figure 4-18 and 
Figure 4-19, it was also found that the recovery from the second water and second gas 
injection cycle have been instantly and greatly improved due to the additional IFT effects 
(MIFT).  Note that a range of threshold values of interfacial tension (0.1~5mN/m, denoted 
as T in figures below) and the exponent value (0.1~0.5, denoted as E in figures below) 
for the calculation were tested to assess the possible impacts of the enhanced oil relative 
permeability on the oil recovery.  Taken the threshold value of 5 mN/m and exponent 
value of 0.5 as an example, the improvement due to the MIFT mechanism in the oil 
recovery is up to approximately 14% as shown in Figure 4-20.   
 
 
Figure 4-16 Track of remaining oil saturation throughout the 2PVI of WAG based on Betté 
model. 
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Figure 4-18 Incremental oil recovery of each cycle due to IFT effects based on Betté model. 
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Figure 4-19 Incremental oil recovery of each cycle due to IFT effects based on Coats model. 
 
Figure 4-20 Oil recovery with/without the account of IFT effects with varius values of exponent 
(E) and threshold IFT (T). 
Now the question is how do IFT effects significantly improve the displacement 
performance in non-preferential routes?  To answer this question, I select two 
representative cells (3/10 of the system length from the injector) shown in Figure 4-21, 
one in a preferential route (indicated as a square shape) and the other in a non-preferential 
route (indicated as a triangular shape).  The parameters of phase flow velocity and 
interfacial tension were tracked throughout the whole injection process for these two cells 
(several pairs of cells were studied but results for just one typical pair is presented here).  
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The investigation of IFT effects is based on the Coats model with an exponent (E) of 0.5 
and threshold value of 5 mN/m.   
 
 
Figure 4-21 Gas saturation at the end of first gas injection cycle: No IFT effects (L) & with IFT 
effects (R). 
As seen in Figure 4-22, the oil velocity out of the cell in the non-preferential route has 
been greatly increased by the IFT effects during the second water cycle (0.8-1.2 PVI).  In 
contrast to the oil-stripping effects (MCE), the IFT effect (MIFT) is not dependent on 
continuous contact between oil and CO2.  Instead, the remaining oil is mobilised by IFT 
relative-permeability effects and can be efficiently produced by the subsequent water 
injection.  Moreover, there has been no increase in the gas velocity in the cell in the non-
preferential route, which further indicates that the improved oil displacement 
performance has be resulted from the IFT effects (MIFT) rather than stripping effects 
(MCE).  Note that the water velocity is lower than that of oil velocity but not as much as 
an order of magnitude.  In the next section, I will demonstrate that this improvement in 
oil recovery from the non-preferential paths is due to a local viscous crossflow 
mechanism, which is prevalent during the water cycle following the gas cycle. 
 
 
Figure 4-22 Phase velocity of the cell in a non-preferential route: No IFT effects (L) and with 
IFT effects (R) based on Coats model. 
It was also found that the magnitude of σgo in the preferential route was generally greater 
than in the non-preferential route. This is because of the fact that the two cells are at 
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unequal stages of oil stripping effects, i.e. the preferential route is at a later stage than the 
non-preferential route (Figure 4-23).  For this reason, the incremental oil mobility due to 
IFT effects is much less in the preferential route than in the non-preferential route.  
Besides that, the local displacement performance is already very efficient in the 
preferential route even without the IFT effects.  As seen in Figure 4-24, there has been 
very limited change in the oil velocity during the first gas cycle (0.4-0.8 PVI) and no 
increase during the rest of the injection.  Therefore, I conclude that IFT effects have 
presented very limited impact in the preferential routes, particularly when oil-stripping 
effects are dominant.  This further demonstrates why continuous gas injection without 
WAG is less efficient than applying near-miscible WAG.   
 
Figure 4-23 Comparison of the interfacial tension of representative cells: No IFT effects (L) and 
with IFT effects (R) based on Coats model. 
 
Figure 4-24 Phase velocity of the cell in a preferential route: No IFT effects (L) and with IFT 
effects (R) based on Coats model. 
The significance of the IFT effects (MIFT) during near-miscible CO2-WAG injection has 
been clearly identified so far.  Now it is important to address the question of: how can 
MIFT effectively change the flow pattern during WAG displacement but have much 
reduced impact on the flow behaviour during the continuous CO2 displacement in my 
case?  The reason to address this issue explicitly is that, although oil can be mobilized by 
IFT effects and be displaced by a stable displacing front, the consequent oil relative 
permeability (near the zone of residual oil) is still very low.  Therefore, I might expect 
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that it should take a long time (or much injection) to be extracted; but this is evidently not 
the case.   
 
As seen in  
Figure 4-18 to Figure 4-20, both models give the same prediction that MIFT can have an 
immediate effect and the oil recovery has been quickly and efficiently enhanced during 
the second water cycle (0.8PV-1.2PV) and second gas cycle (1.2PV-1.6PV).  This implies 
that there must be some other flow features triggered/amplified by IFT effects in our 2D 
heterogeneous models.  In fact, it was conjectured that this very efficient recovery 
mechanism looked rather like viscous crossflow.  To test this hypothesis, a tracer analysis 
was performed using the method stated previously to investigate the flow trajectory of 
the oil in the non-preferential routes (i.e. the bypassed oil).  Since there was negligible 
difference in the WAG results between Betté and Coats models, the tracer analysis was 
only performed on Coats model.  
4.4.6 Tracer analysis for near-miscible displacement 
As seen in Figure 4-25, a very small amount of tracer was injected into an arbitrary 
position in a pre-identified non-preferential route under near-miscible conditions (strong 
MCE).  In the case of continuous injection, the tracer oil with C8* was injected at the 
beginning of the simulation.  On the other hand, the tracer oil with C8* was injected at 
the beginning of the first gas cycle during WAG (i.e. right after the first water cycle).  
Delaying the tracer injection was to minimize the impacts from the initial water cycle, 
where the stable displacing front can greatly distribute the tracer and therefore add 
difficulty in investigating the IFT effects.  The tracer injection lasted for 2 hours at the 
rate of 1/12000 PV/hour (1/6000 PV in total).  Apart from that, all the other simulation 
parameters are same as the ones in previous simulations. 
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Figure 4-25 The snapshots at the end of tracer injection. 
As seen in Figure 4-26 a - d, the snapshots of the tracer distribution were captured after a 
certain amount of injection in four cases, i.e. at the end of continuous injection (a & b) 
and at the end of second gas cycle of WAG injection (c & d).  All of them show that the 
tracer migration is strongly affected by crossflow. Very importantly, the case of near-
miscible WAG displacement with IFT effects has by far the most extensive tracer 
migration and therefore the greatest crossflow.  Here, three sets of comparisons are 
conducted and are commented on regarding the flow behaviour.      
 
Figure 4-26 The snapshot of oil mole fraction of tracer (C8*) based on Coats model (E0.5T5). 
 
1. Comparison between Figure 4-26 a and b (near-miscible continuous CO2 injection 
with/without IFT effects) 
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IFT effects have fairly limited impact on the oil crossflow during the continuous CO2 
displacement with a certain amount of CO2 injection (1PV here).  The improved oil 
relative permeability is still not sufficient to compete with the dominant gas fingers (as a 
result of strong stripping of oil, MCE).  For this reason, a significant amount of remaining 
oil can still be found between gas fingers, i.e. in the non-preferential routes, no matter 
whether we include or exclude IFT effects (MIFT) during the continuous CO2 injection. 
 
2. Comparison between Figure 4-26 a and c (near-miscible CO2 continuous/WAG 
injection without IFT effects) 
Without IFT effects, neither the case of continuous injection nor WAG injection has a 
wide distribution of tracer. This explains why the local displacement efficiency in the 
non-preferential routes is still of great potential even after WAG.  As seen in Figure 4-16 
a-d and Figure 4-17 a-d, the remaining oil in the non-preferential routes has been mostly 
under the control of Sorw (0.44 here).  Therefore, a stable displacing front is a necessary 
but not sufficient condition for maximizing the displacing performance in the zone of 
bypassed oil. 
 
3. Comparison between Figure 4-26 c and d (near-miscible WAG injection with/without 
IFT effects) 
It can clearly be seen that the extent of crossflow has been significantly 
enhanced/amplified by the IFT effects during WAG displacement.  The oil mobilized by 
IFT effects (even with very low permeability) from the non-preferential routes “finds” its 
way by crossflow into the neighbouring preferential routes (much shorter distance than 
directly flowing to the producer).  Note that such a process is highly dependent on a 
relatively stable displacing front in order to amplify the crossflow.  Then the oil 
component will be stripped by the compositional effects (MCE) and subsequently 
recovered in gas the phase, which is of much higher mobility and can lead to an instant 
increase in the oil recovery.  This explains why IFT effects can greatly modify the 
displacement performance and rapidly improve the oil recovery in the case of near-
miscible WAG with IFT effects but have a minor impact in the rest of the cases.  
 
In addition, it is now clear why there is only negligible discrepancy between the Betté 
and Coats models when simulating near-miscible WAG.  This is because the interfacial 
tension effects in the non-preferential routes can be very strong due to the fact that the 
remaining oil is still at the early stage of IFT cycle as indicted in Figure 4-11.  In other 
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words, 𝜎𝑔𝑜 is sufficiently low to make the residual oil close to zero (based on Coats) and 
thus make the two models produce almost the same results.   
4.4.7 Sensitivity analysis of the 3PRP models for WAG displacement 
It is well known that the result of a WAG injection can be greatly influenced by the choice 
of 3PRP model.  As mentioned previously, a sensitivity analysis of three of the most 
widely-used 3PRP models was performed, namely: Stone 1, Stone 2 and Baker’s 
saturation weighted method.  Figure 4-27 (a-c) shows the distribution of remaining oil 
saturation after 2PV near-miscible WAG displacement in the absence of IFT effects.  As 
indicated by the red oval in Figure 4-27, the only observable differences are mainly in the 
area of non-preferential routes.  There is less remaining oil in the area indicated by the 
red oval with the Stone 1 model than with the other two models.  
 
 
Figure 4-27 Remaining oil saturation varying 3PRP methods without IFT effects. 
Figure 4-28 (a-c) presents three sets of oil isoperms produced from each of these methods. 
The main differences between these models are in the region approaching residual oil 
saturation (as expected).  Stone 2 has the largest area of residual oil saturation, whereas 
Stone 1 has the smallest.  As a result, Stone 2 gives the most pessimistic prediction in 
terms of oil recovery whereas Stone 1 gives the most optimistic prediction, although these 
differences are relatively modest as shown in Figure 4-29. Clearly, the Stone 2 recovery 
result is not a “prediction”, it is essentially “input”, as no simulation needs to be done to 
reach this conclusion.  However, the residual oil saturation in this ternary diagram can be 
significantly overcome by compositional effects in near-miscible gas injection to achieve 
a much lower remaining oil saturation.  In other words, oil components can be vaporized 
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into CO2 and produced in the “gas” phase (supercritical fluid, in fact, but using gas 
relative permeability for flow velocity), particularly from the preferential routes where 
oil stripping effects can be dominant.  This is also the reason why there are only 
observable discrepancies in the non-preferential routes when using different 3PRP 
models.    
 
 
Figure 4-28 Oil isoperm varying 3PRP methods: a. Stone2, b. Stone1 and c. Baker. 
 
Figure 4-29 Ultimate oil recovery varying 3PRP methods without IFT effects. 
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The results in Figure 4-30 now show the distributions of remaining oil saturation after 
2PV near-miscible WAG displacement including IFT effects modelled based on Coats 
model (𝑛 = 0.5, 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0
 = 5mN/m).  Interestingly, these results show that the discrepancies 
are much reduced and almost negligible.   
 
Figure 4-30 Remaining oil saturation varying 3PRP methods with IFT effects using Coats 
model. 
Interestingly, IFT effects reduce the discrepancies in the results when varying 3PRP 
methods.  Here, I present two examples of relative permeability varying the ratio of 𝜎𝑔𝑜 
(3 mN/m and 0.1 mN/m) and threshold value (𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 =5 mN/m).  As seen in Figure 4-31, the 
oil isoperm diagrams are becoming much more similar with decreasing 𝜎𝑔𝑜 .  This is 
because of the nature of the method used for modelling IFT effects which have been 
applied (Equation 2-41 to Equation 2-45).  This method entails an interpolation between 
immiscible (initial) and miscible relative (Krh) permeabilities, under the control of a 
weighting factor (𝑓).  The lower 𝜎𝑔𝑜, the lower the contribution that the initial 3PRP can 
make to the final oil relative permeability.  In other words, the oil relative permeability 
should be almost the same regardless of the modelling method at certain local values of 
𝜎𝑔𝑜, such as at the ultra-low level (0.001 mN/m).  As expected, the results in Figure 4-32 
show that there is hardly any difference in the prediction of the ultimate oil recovery.    
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Figure 4-31 Oil isoperm varying 3PRP methods: a&b. Stone2, c&d. Stone1 and e&f. Baker with 
IFT effects. 
 
Figure 4-32 Oil recovery varying 3PRP methods with 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 =5mN/m using Coats model. 
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4.5 Summary  
The central objective of this chapter is to study the balance and interactions of the 
different mechanistic contributions to the physics occurring during oil displacement by 
CO2 (both continuous and WAG).  Mechanism 1 (MCE) is the oil stripping/compositional 
effect and Mechanism 2 (MIFT) is the near-miscible IFT effect on oil relative permeability.  
Based on sufficiently fine-scale models, it is now clear how these mechanisms interact 
with each other and affect the sweep and local displacement efficiency in the fingering 
flow regime. In addition to the model (Figure 3-2) on which the main work developed 
here, other realisations of models were also constructed and tested to avoid biased 
conclusions (see Figure-A3 and Figure-A4 in Appendix).   The efforts of studying the key 
processes separately leads to a greater insight into the physics of CO2 displacement.  From 
the point of view of modelling, the key discrepancy between Coats and Betté models was 
recognised and analysed with an aim to provide insight into the simulation of the 
transition from immiscible to near-miscible systems.  Here are four key observations from 
the range of numerical simulations, which have been presented here.  
 
1.Incremental oil recovery is insensitive to IFT effects (MIFT) during continuous CO2 
injection.  This is because both MCE (oil stripping effects) and MIFT (IFT effects) are 
working in tandem to recover the oil in the preferential routes, but forming more severe 
gas fingers at the same time leading to more imbalanced flow paths.  The final result 
of the competing IFT effects of poorer sweep but lower residual oil in the preferential 
paths leads to a very limited increased oil recovery.  
 
2.Unlike stripping effects (MCE), IFT effects (MIFT) are not dependent on continuous 
contacts between CO2 and oil.  Instead, the remaining oil in the non-preferential routes 
could be mobilised by IFT effects and be efficiently recovered by the subsequent cycles 
through a viscous crossflow mechanism.   
 
3.The very rapid improvement in oil recovery during the second water and gas cycles 
in WAG is because of the enhanced/amplified viscous crossflow as a result of IFT 
effects (MIFT).  With a stable displacing front during WAG, the oil mobilized by IFT 
effects in the non-preferential routes “finds” its way to the neighboring preferential 
routes and is then recovered relatively rapidly by strong compositional effects (MCE).  
Our simulations confirm that WAG is able to make very efficient use of the combined 
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MCE and MIFT mechanisms in heterogeneous system, particularly in the non-
preferential flow routes.   
 
4.Coat’s model takes account of the variation of residual oil with the reduction in IFT, 
whereas the th Betté model does not.  Therefore, Coats model is of mechanistically 
better treatment on the residual oil than the Betté’s model.  Therefore Coats model is 
prefered for the modelling of near-miscible WAG processes and is applied for the rest 
of analysis.  
 
5.It has been demonstrated how the different mechanisms (oil stripping, MCE and IFT 
effects, MIFT) work in different places (preferential and non-preferential routes) for 




Figure 4-33 Summary map of the main findings from this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Extension of Additional Physical 
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5.1 Introduction 
Two major mechanisms of oil mobilisation (MCE and MIFT) occurring at near-miscible 
conditions have been extensively analysed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively.  Very 
importantly, the viscous crossflow amplified by MIFT in WAG injection is the key to 
recover the oil previously bypassed by gas fingers in non-preferential routes.  Strictly 
speaking, the near-miscible displacement is a special type of immiscible displacement, 
where the interface between phases still exists.  Hence, typical multiphase flow physics, 
which commonly occur in WAG displacements, cannot be ignored.  Therefore, the current 
study is extended to another three important multiphase flow physical processes, i.e. gas 
trapping, water hysteresis and capillary force.  In addition, the gravity effect was briefly 
investigated with 2D vertical simulations to test the robustness of the newly developed 
synthesis.  
 
Note that the aim of this chapter is not to history match experimental data or to propose 
modifications of these models.  Instead, the research interest is to understand how these 
physical processes interact with the mechanisms of oil mobilizations (MCE and MIFT) 
under near-miscible conditions.  Based on the cases formulated in Chapter 4, a sensitivity 
analysis was conducted to investigate the impact of each physical process of interest on 
oil recovery in near-miscible WAG processes.   
5.2 Model description  
In order to investigate those multiphase flow physics occurring in WAG processes, a 
range of commonly used models available in CMG/GEM was selected to incorporate with 
the new synthesis (MCE and MIFT) developed in the section Chapter 4.  The corresponding 
modelling methods of three flow features (gas trapping, water hysteresis and capillary 
force) are summarised in Table 5-1.  The full details of these models, such as the formulae 
and the underlying theories, can be found in sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.5.  The choice of input 
values for flow simulations is explained below.   
 
Flow feature Model 
Gas trapping 
Trapping model developed by Carlson (1981) 
Trapping model developed by CMG (2019) 
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Water hysteresis  
Permeability hysteresis model developed by Larsen 
and Skauge (1998) 
Capillary force  J-function proposed by Leverett (1941) 
Table 5-1 Models used for multiphase flow physics occuring in WAG. 
5.2.1 Models of Carlson and CMG  
According to Land (1971), gas is disconnected in the form of ganglia leading to a reduced 
mobility when strong flow reversals occur.  The greater the gas saturation, the more the 
trapped gas fraction.  In order to reflect this flow feature, two widely used models, which 
were developed by Carlson (1981) and CMG (2017) respectively, are applied to analyse 
impacts of gas trapping on the displacement performance.  Full details of these methods 
can be found in section of 2.5.4.1.  According to Carlson (1981), the trapped gas 
saturation is in a range of 0.2-0.4 with a historical maximum gas saturation of 0.4-0.9.  
Therefore, C in Land’s model (Equation 2-46) is set to 1.39, which leads to a maximum 
trapped gas saturation (Sgrmax) of 0.4 here.  
 
 
Figure 5-1 Examples of treatment of gas relative permeability using models developed by 
Carlson (red) and CMG (blue) respectively. 
Figure 5-1 shows how the two models manipulate the gas relative permeabilities when 
taking account of the trapping mechanism.  Assuming the system process shifts from gas 
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displacement to water displacement at a gas saturation of 0.595, both models give a same 
value of trapped gas saturation (Sgrh), which is equal to 0.33. This is because both models 
utilise the same correlation between the trapped gas saturation and the gas saturation at 
the shift point, i.e. Land’s model.  It can be also seen that the model of Carlson (1981) 
gives a range of slightly greater values of Krg  than CMG’s method for the succeeding 
imbibition process.  Input values for WAG modelling taking into account of gas trapping 
are summarized in Table 5-2.  
 
 Model Key parameter 
3-phase relative permeability Stone1/Stone2 N/A 
IFT effects Coats 
𝑛 = 0.5 ; 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 = 5𝑚𝑁/𝑚 
(E0.5T5) 
Gas trapping Carlson/CMG C = 1.39 
Table 5-2 Models invovled in the analysis section of gas trapping (5.3.1). 
5.2.2 Model of Larsen and Skauge 
It has been reported that water may also present the permeability hysteresis in a WAG 
process, such as in a non-strongly water-wet system (Wang, 1988).  Therefore, Larsen 
and Skauge (1998) proposed a hysteresis model based on Carlson’s model (for gas 
trapping) to reflect the hysteresis effects of water.  One of the key features of this model 
is connecting the water relative permeability to the gas saturation at the start of the 
process.  This widely used model is applied here to investigate water hysteresis on the oil 
recovery by near-miscible WAG displacements.  
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Figure 5-2 Relative permeabilities of water in a WAG process. 
This model entails using saturation-interpolated scanning curves to determine water 
relative permeability.  A secondary water relative permeability curve (denoted as 
𝐾𝑟𝑤
3𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
) is introduced to serve as the lower boundary of the scanning curves for the 
interpolation, whereas the initial permeability curve (𝐾𝑟𝑤
2𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
) is the upper boundary.  The 
water relative permeability is extrapolated between these two boundary curves, 
depending on the gas saturation.  According to Larsen and Skauge (1998) and Egermann 
et al. (2000), 𝐾𝑟𝑤
3𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
 is assumed to be half of 𝐾𝑟𝑤
2𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒
, as plotted in Figure 5-2.  Although 
there is some debate on the wettability order of phases, it has been never reported that gas 
is the most wetting phase.  Therefore, the effect of gas trapping is also taken into account 
in this section.  Note that the effect of gas trapping can be only modelled by Carlson’s 
method when utilising the Larson and Skauge’s model.  Full details of this model can be 
found in section of 2.5.4.2.  The key input values for the flow simulations are summarized 
in Table 5-3.   
 
 Model Key parameter 
3-phase relative permeability Stone1/Stone2 N/A 
IFT effects Coats 
𝑛 = 0.5 ; 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 = 5𝑚𝑁/𝑚 
(E0.5T5) 
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Gas trapping Carlson C = 1.39 





Table 5-3 Models invovled in the analysis section of water hysteresis (5.3.2). 
5.2.3 Leverett J-function 
The capillary effect is considered as an another important mechanism in driving the 
multiphase flow behaviour (Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993).  The Leverett J-function is a 
commonly used method to extrapolate capillary pressure data varying with permeability, 
porosity (homogeneously set to 0.1 here), interfacial tension and contact angle.  
According to Berg (1975) and Shen et al. (2005), the interfacial tension of water and 
crude oil is generally at a level of 20-50 mN/m.  In this study, the interfacial tension of 
water and crude oil was set to 45 mN/m.  As seen in Figure 5-3, a set of capillary curves 
for a drainage process was generated using the J-function (Leverett, 1941).  The contact 
angle (𝜃) was assumed to be 30° and 150° to represent a water (blue) and oil wet (red) 
system respectively.  Since the interfacial tension of oil and gas under near-miscible 
conditions (0.01-8 mN/m as seen in Figure 4-11) is much smaller than the assumed 
interfacial tension between oil and water (45 mN/m), the capillary pressure of gas and oil 
is ignored here.  In other words, the pressure of oil and gas are assumed equal, as shown 
in Figure 5-4.  
 
 
Figure 5-3 J-function (left) and the capillary forces (right) used in this section. 
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Figure 5-4 Schematic of phase pressure 
What should be highlighted here is that the injection rate was varied to test different 
conditions of balance between the viscous force and capillary force.  As stated in Table 
4-1, the injection rate was initially set to 0.4 PV/d (flow velocity of injection = 2 m/d).  
In the section concerning the capillary force (5.3.3), an additional scenario with an 
injection rate of 0.1 PV/d (reduced by four times) was simulated as a comparison to the 
original case.  Note that such a reduction in injection rate has a negligible impact on the 
fluid behaviour and oil recovery in cases, which do not take into account the capillary 
force, i.e. the simulation results discussed in Chapter 4 (see Figure-A2 in Appendix).  The 
hysteresis effect of capillary pressure was not taken into account for simplicity.  Key 
parameters of flow simulations conducted in this section are summarized in Table 5-4. 
 
 Model Key parameter 
3-phase relative permeability Stone2 N/A 
IFT effects Coats 
𝑛 = 0.5 ; 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 = 5𝑚𝑁/𝑚 
(E0.5T5) 
Capillary force J-function  
𝜃 = 30° (water-wet) and 
150° (oil-wet); 
𝜎𝑜𝑤 = 45 𝑚𝑁/𝑚 
Table 5-4 Models invovled in the analysis section of capillarity effects (5.3.3). 
5.2.4 2D vertical model 
It has been well reported that the gravity effect could be another key influencing factor 
(positive and negative) during the process of WAG displacement (Sanchez, 1999; Faisal 
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et al., 2009).  This is because the density difference between the three phases (water, oil 
and gas) may lead to severe gravity segregation.  Although this issue has been extensively 
analysed in the literature, it is worthwhile to conduct a brief test based on 2D vertical 
models, with a particular aim to ascertain the necessity and the robustness of the newly 
developed synthesis (MCE and MIFT).  In other words, the question is whether the gravity 
effect will dominantly eliminate the benefits led by the combined MCE and MIFT during 
the near-miscible WAG displacement.  Therefore, sample simulations of near-miscible 
WAG process in 2D vertical models were performed.  
To keep the permeability structure consistent between the vertical and areal models, the 
2D vertical model was constructing by rotating the 2D areal model (Figure 3-2), i.e. the 
orientation was changed from the x-y to the x-z plane.  Since gravity segregation is not 
the central focus of this study, the vertical to horizontal permeability ratio (kv/ kh) was set 
to 0.1 and 1, homogeneously, to simplify the question.  The initial densities of the injected 
CO2 and in-situ oil were approximately 500 kg/m
3 and 700 kg/m3, which were determined 
through calculations of EOS in the simulator (CMG, 2019).   The initial water density 
was input as 1000 kg/m3.  Key parameters of flow simulations conducted in this section 
are summarized in Table 5-5. 
 
 Model Key parameter 
3-phase relative permeability Stone2 N/A 
IFT effects Coats 
𝑛 = 0.5 ; 𝜎𝑔𝑜
0 = 5𝑚𝑁/𝑚 
(E0.5T5) 
Kv/Kh N/A  0.1 and 1 
Table 5-5 Models invovled in the analysis section of gravity effect (5.3.4). 
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Effect of gas trapping  
Two-pore volumes of WAG displacement under near-miscible conditions was simulated 
taking account of gas trapping in addition to MCE and MIFT.  According to CMG (2019), 
the determination of oil and gas permeability consists of three steps with the following 
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sequence: 3-phase model (e.g. Stone 2), gas trapping (e.g. Carlson) and IFT effects (e.g. 
Coats).  Figure 5-5 was plotted to show the remaining oil saturation at the end of WAG 
injection.  All four cases show, almost equally, that the overall displacement performance 
is degraded due to the effect of gas trapping, compared to the case only taking into account 
MCE and MIFT (Figure 4-30 a).  The region where there is the most remaining oil is in the 
largest non-preferential route, i.e. the yellow zone where oil saturation is 0.45-0.6.  
Interestingly, the oil in the preferential routes could still be efficiently recovered and was 
hardly affected by the effect of gas trapping.  As seen in Figure 5-6, the effect of trapped 
gas has led to a modest reduction in the oil recovery (approximately 3 ~ 4%).   
 
 
Figure 5-5 Oil saturation after 2PV of near-miscible WAG using Stone 2/Stone 1: a. Stone 2 & 
Carlson; (b) Stone 2 & CMG; (c) Stone 1 & Calson; (d) Stone 1 & CMG. 
 
Figure 5-6 Oil recovery based on Stone 2 (L) and Stone 1 (R) with/without the effect of gas-
trapping after 2PV of WAG under near-miscible conditions. 
Additional simulations were carried out in order to investigate the reason for the lower 
recovery in the non-preferential routes.  Figure 5-7 shows the oil recovery of each cycle 
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when the effects of gas trapping are included.  Interestingly, the reduction in oil recovery 
is mostly from the second water cycle.  Since the degraded displacement performance 
mainly occurs in a non-preferential route, it was conjectured that the viscous flow might 
be affected.  Therefore, a separate pseudo-tracer analysis was conducted using the same 
method as the one in 4.4.6.  Since there is negligible difference among these results which 




Figure 5-7 Oil recovery of each cycle based on Stone 2 without (red) and with (blue) the 
account of gas-trapping during near-miscible WAG displacement. 
As seen in Figure 5-8, the tracer distribution, which indicates the extent of oil crossflow, 
has been moderately restricted by the trapped gas saturation.  The reasons are twofold.  
Firstly, the effect of gas trapping has restricted the redistribution of gas into non-
preferential routes during the second water cycle (1.2-1.6PV).  For this reason, the overall 
amount of oil that can be mobilised by MIFT is reduced.  Another aspect is that the IFT-
triggered Krot (total oil relative permeability) is positively correlated with Krg (Equation 
2-43 and Equation 2-44).  In other words, the smaller Krg is, the smaller Krot is.  Therefore, 
the relative permeability of the oil under MIFT is also negatively affected when the effect 
of gas trapping is included.  As seen in Figure 5-9, the oil velocity of a representative cell 
in a non-preferential route is significantly reduced at the second water cycle, where the 
viscous crossflow is the key flow mechanism to recover the oil in these zones.  Since the 
trapped gas is re-mobilized when the gas saturation increases again, the oil in the 
preferential routes can still be well recovered through the compositional effects.    
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Figure 5-8 The snapshot of oil mole fraction of tracer (C8*) based on Stone 2 without (L) and 
with (R) the account of gas-trapping at the end of second water cycle. 
 
Figure 5-9 Oil velocity of the representative cell in a non-preferential route with (blue) and 
without (red) the effect of gas trapping. 
5.3.2 Effect of water hysteresis  
In the last section, the impacts of gas trapping on the oil recovery were investigated in a 
near-miscible WAG process.  Due to the reduced mobility of both gas and oil, the extent 
of viscous crossflow is slightly degraded leading to a modest reduction in the oil recovery.  
In this section, the simulation of 2D near-miscible WAG was conducted taking account 
of permeability hysteresis both water and gas.  Figure 5-10 shows the distribution of 
remaining oil saturation after 2PV WAG injection.  As seen in Figure 5-11, the oil 
recovery is slightly increased compared to the initial base case (MCE and MIFT) and the 
case taking into account of gas trapping.  In particular, water hysteresis has slightly 
improved the displacement performance during the second and the third water cycle 
(Figure 5-12).  This is because the gas saturation at the start of the second and third water 
cycle in preferential routes is much higher than that in non-preferential routes.  For this 
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reason, the water mobility in the preferential routes is even more reduced than that in non-
preferential routes.  This should force more water to flow into non-preferential routes and 
therefore slightly improve the oil recovery.   
 
 
Figure 5-10 Oil saturation after 2PV of near-miscible using 3-phase hysteresis model developed 
by Larson and Skauge: Stone 2 (left) and Stone 1 (right).   
 
Figure 5-11 Oil recovery based on Stone 2 (L) and Stone 1 (R) with/without hysteresis after 
2PV of WAG under near-miscible conditions. 
 
Figure 5-12 Oil recovery of each cycle based on Stone 2 without (red) and with (blue) the 
account of 3-phase hysteresis during near-miscible WAG displacement using Stone 2. 
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Another interesting finding is that there is negligible discrepancy between Stone 2 and 
Stone 1 in terms of the oil recovery.  According to Equation 2-55, the hysteresis model 
developed by Larsen and Skauge (1998) entails a separate correlation between the 
residual oil saturation (Som) and the trapped gas saturation.  In other words, the residual 
oil saturation is further reduced if Stone 1 is used.  Clearly, it has negligible impact on 
the oil recovery in simulations demonstrated above.  This is because, in the preferential 
routes, the dominant oil stripping (MCE) has recovered the most of the oil in these zones.  
As for the non-preferential routes of gas flow, the trapped gas saturation is much lower 
than that in the preferential routes.  Therefore, the positive impact of trapped gas 
saturation on the residual oil saturation is trivial in the non-preferential routes and 
completely masked by the IFT effects.  In fact, Larsen and Skauge’s model was developed 
based on a purely immiscible study.  In other words, neither the compositional effects nor 
the IFT effects were considered in their study.  It is interesting that the treatment of the 
residual oil saturation in their method presents a very different level of impact on the oil 
recovery during near-miscible WAG process.   
 
5.3.3 Effects of capillary force  
Typically, capillary forces are considered to be of secondary importance in field-scale 
flow simulations (Ringrose et al., 1993).  This is simply because cell sizes (Δx= 
50m~1000m) commonly used in field-scale reservoir simulations are too coarse to resolve 
the impact of capillary pressure on flow behaviour.  With the use of very fine-scale 
simulations (Δx= 0.05m), the significance of the capillarity is ascertained as shown in the 
results below.   
5.3.3.1 Water-wet system 
Two scenarios, one with the initial injection rate (a) and the other with the reduced 
injection rate (b), were both simulated.  Figure 5-13 shows the remaining oil saturation 
after 2PV WAG displacement in a water-wet system.  It can be seen that the included 
water-wet capillary pressure has caused a negative impact on the displacement 
performance.  Multiple oil zones have been bypassed at the end of the WAG injection.  
The sweep efficiency has been much degraded by the capillary force.  Very importantly, 
such effects are greatly amplified when the injection rate is reduced by four times (Figure 
5-13 b), where the viscous force (i.e. pressure gradient) is much lower.  Figure 5-14 is 
plotted to track the oil recovery throughout the injection process.  Compared with the 
initial case without capillarity (MCE and MIFT), the oil recovery is reduced by capillarity 
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by approximately 2 % in the case with the initial injection rate (Case a) and 7% in the 
case with the reduced injection rate (Case b), respectively.   
 
 
Figure 5-13 Remaining oil saturation after the 2PVI of WAG with water-wet capillary pressure: 
Case a. initial injection rate; Case b. ¼ initial injection rate. 
 
Figure 5-14 Oil recovery with/without the water-wet capillary pressure after 2PV of WAG 
under near-miscible conditions. 
Another interesting finding is that the oil recovery was not uniformly or continuously 
reduced by the capillary force throughout the injection process.  In fact, the water-wet 
capillarity improves the oil recovery at the early stage of the displacement, although the 
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oil production approached the plateau much sooner than the case without taking account 
of the capillary force (Figure 5-14).  To investigate this phenomenon, Figure 5-15 is 
plotted to track the oil recovery of each cycle (except the first water cycle).  Note the 
included capillary pressure is designed to be of negligible impact on the recovery in the 
first water cycle.  In other words, the oil recovery achieved from the first water cycle (0-
0.4 PV) is almost identical in all three cases, i.e. the base case without capillarity, the case 
with capillarity (a) and the case with capillarity and the reduced injection rate (b).  In 
doing so, all three cases are comparable in terms of oil recovery for the subsequent 
process of WAG injection.    
 
As seen in Figure 5-15, the included water-wet Pcow enhances the oil recovery at the first 
gas cycle (0.4-0.8 PV).  The oil recovery in the cases taking account of capillarity is 
approximately 4% greater than the base case.  This is because the included capillary 
pressure has further driven the injected gas to preferentially flow into the high-
permeability zones.  At the early stage of displacement, where the dominant gas 
breakthrough has not occurred, compositional effects are therefore maximised to recover 
the oil in the preferential routes.  Since the oil components are mostly stripped by the 
injected CO2 and therefore produced in the “gas” phase, oil recovery during the first gas 
cycle is greatly accelerated due to the higher mobility of the “gas” phase than oil phase.   
 
 
Figure 5-15 Oil recovery of each cycle in the assumed water-wet system. 
Although the oil recovery of the first gas cycle is increased, the sweep efficiency is much 
degraded.  Due to the greater entry pressure of the low-permeability areas than the high-
permeability areas, gas fingers are further aggravated by the capillary force.  The negative 
impacts of capillary force on the oil recovery start to be evident from the second water 
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cycle (0.8-1.2 PV).  As seen in Figure 5-15, the oil recovery of scenarios (Case a and Case 
b) taking account of capillarity are persistently lower than the base case without capillarity 
for the rest of displacement (0.8-2 PV).  As seen in Figure 5-3, the added water-wet 
capillarity based on J-function increases with the decreasing permeability.  In other 
words, the entry pressure for gas flow is much greater in the low-permeability zones than 
the high-permeability zones.  Therefore, both MCE and MIFT are greatly restricted in these 
low-permeability areas due to the lack of contacts between CO2 and oil.  In particular, the 
oil recovery in Case b (capillarity and reduced injection rate) is lowered by approximately 
5% during the second water cycle (0.8-1.2 PV) compared to the base case. 
5.3.3.2 Oil-wet system 
Similarly, two scenarios varying the injection rate were both simulated for an oil-wet 
system.  Figure 5-16 shows the remaining oil saturation after 2PV WAG displacement in 
an assumed oil-wet system.  Figure 5-17 is plotted to compare the oil recovery of all three 
cases, i.e. base case without capillarity, case with oil-wet capillarity (Case c) and case 
with reduced injection rate and capillarity (Case d) throughout the injection process. 
 
 
Figure 5-16 Remaining oil saturation after the 2PVI of WAG with oil-wet capillary pressure: c. 
initial injection rate d. ¼ initial injection rate. 
As expected, the flow behaviour in the oil-wet system is quite different from the water-
wet system.  There are no multiple isolated oil zones present at the end of injection.  This 
is because the included oil-wet capillary pressure (Pcow=Pcgw<0) has led gas to imbibing 
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into low-permeability areas and therefore lessening the imbalance of the CO2 
concentration between the preferential and non-preferential routes.  As a result, the 
development of gas fingers are mitigated, which improves the overall sweep efficiency in 
the oil-wet system.  However, the volume loss of the injected CO2 due to its dissolution 
into oil is increased by the expanded contact area between oil and CO2.  Therefore, the 
oil recovery of the first gas cycle (0.4-0.8PV), which is mostly dependent on sufficient 
contacts between oil and CO2 to maximise the effect of oil stripping (MCE) in the swept 
zone, is decreased.  As seen in Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18, the oil recovery during the 
first gas cycle (no dominant breakthrough) is lowest among all three cases.    
 
 
Figure 5-17  with/without the oil-wet capillary pressure after 2PV of WAG under near-miscible 
conditions. 
 
Figure 5-18 Oil recovery of each cycle in the assumed oil-wet system. 
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On the other hand, oil-wet capillary pressure may have a positive or a non-negative effect 
during the second water cycle (0.8-1.2PV), as seen in Figure 5-18.  The included 
capillarity has greatly delayed the plateau of the oil production, particularly compared to 
the water-wet case.  Interestingly, there is still a good amount of oil recovery achieved 
during the third water cycle in the oil-wet system, particularly with the reduced injection 
rate (Case d).  It is conjectured that the oil recovery of the oil-wet case (Case d) during an 
extended injection would increase evidently whereas the oil recovery of water-wet case 
does not.  In other words, the difference in the oil recovery between the two wetting 
systems would increase given a longer water injection cycle.  To test this conjecture, the 
displacement was extended with another 0.4 PV of water injection.  Figure 5-20 shows 
the oil recovery during the extended cycle for all three cases with reduced injection rates.  
As expected, the oil recovery of the oil-wet case (Case d) during the extended injection 
increases much more than the other two cases.  As seen in Figure 5-19, the oil recovery 
of the oil-wet case (Case d) is almost equal to the base case (89.4%), which is 
approximately 8% higher than the water-wet case (Case b) at the end of extended water 
cycle.   An additional oil recovery of 3.7% can be achieved during the extended water 
cycle in the oil-wet system whereas less than 0.5% of additional oil recovery is achieved 
in the water-wet case. 
 
 
Figure 5-19 Oil recovery taking into accout various wetting conditions. 
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Figure 5-20 Oil recovery of the extended water cycle in cases without capillary pressure, with 
water-wet capillary pressure and with oil-wet capillary pressure. 
5.3.4 Effect of gravity 
In order to analyse the impact of the gravity effect on the flow behaviour, a set of flow 
simulations of near-miscible WAG process was performed in the 2D vertical models.  
Figure 5-21 shows the remaining oil saturation after 2PV WAG displacement in the 2D 
vertical model with a kv/kh ratio of 0.1.  There is no severe gravity segregation in either 
cases (V1 and V2), although the oil recovery in vertical models on average is 
approximately 2% lower than that in areal models. The overall displacement performance 
in the case with MCE acting only (Case V1) is very similar to the areal case in terms of 
remaining oil saturation.  This is because the relatively small density differences between 
three phases and limited vertical permeability retain the viscous-dominated flow in this 
particular case.  The effect of gravity is mostly masked by the dominant gas fingers.  On 
the other hand, the negative impact of gravity is observable in the case taking into account 
both MCE and MIFT (Case V2), i.e. the reduced sweep efficiency in the bottom area.  As 
expected, the trend of the gas to flow upwards moderately hampers the viscous crossflow 
to sweep the bottom area.  As seen in Figure 5-22, the combined outcome of MCE and 
MIFT (Case V2) brings an additional oil recovery of 11% (14% in areal cases) compared 
to the case with MCE acting only (Case V1).   
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Figure 5-21 Remaining oil saturation after 2PVI of WAG in the 2D vertical model with a Kv/Kh 
ratio of 0.1: Case V1 (MCE acting only) and Case V2 (MCE and MIFT). 
 
Figure 5-22 Oil recovery in the 2D vertical cases with a Kv/Kh ratio of 0.1:  Case V1 (MCE 
acting only) and Case V2 (MCE and MIFT). 
As for the case with a kv/kh ratio of 1, the gravity segregation becomes much more evident 
than in previous cases.  The gravity effect has degraded the displacement performance in 
the bottom zone in both Case V3 (MCE only) and Case V4 (MCE and MIFT).  As a result, 
the average oil recovery in vertical models with a kv/kh ratio of 1 is approximately 5% 
lower than that in the areal models.  The tendency of gas to flow upwards was greatly 
amplified by the large kv/kh ratio.  As seen in Figure 5-23, a large amount of oil remains 
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in the bottom area at the end of the injection, particularly in the case taking into account 
both MCE and MIFT (Case V4).  As seen in Figure 5-24, the additional oil recovery resulted 
from the combined MCE and MIFT (Case V4) is reduced to 9% (14% in areal cases).   
 
 
Figure 5-23 Remaining oil saturation after 2PVI of WAG in the 2D vertical model with a 
Kv/Kh ratio of 1: Case V3 (MCE acting only) and Case V4 (MCE and MIFT). 
 
Figure 5-24 Oil recovery in the 2D vertical cases with a Kv/Kh ratio of 1: Case V3 (MCE acting 
only) and Case V4 (MCE and MIFT). 
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5.4 Summary 
The main objective of this chapter is to investigate the impact of the typical multiphase 
flow behaviour on the displacement performance in the process of near-miscible WAG 
injection, where two major mechanisms of oil mobilisations (Mce and MIFT) could occur.  
With the use of very fine-scale models (Δx=0.05m), the significance of gas trapping, 
water hysteresis, capillary forces in terms of the oil recovery, has been clearly pointed 
out.  Very importantly, the efforts of studying the key processes separately leads to a 
greater insight into how these physical processes positively or negatively affect the sweep 
and local displacement efficiency in the fingering flow regime.  Here is a summary of the 
key findings achieved in this chapter.  
 
1. The effect of gas trapping may degrade the displacement performance of the non-
preferential routes, particularly during the second water injection cycle (right after the 
first gas cycle).  This is because the effect of gas trapping has reduced the amount of gas 
redistributed into non-preferential routes during the second water cycle (1.2-1.6PV).  For 
this reason, the overall amount of oil that can be mobilised by MIFT has decreased.  
Secondly, the relative permeability of oil under MIFT is also negatively affected when the 
effect of gas trapping is included in the current modelling method.  For these two reasons, 
the viscous crossflow is moderately restricted, which leads to a reduction of 3% in the oil 
recovery.   
 
2. The effects of water hysteresis could slightly improve the oil recovery during near-
miscible WAG process.  This is because the mobility of water is reduced more in the 
preferential routes than in the non-preferential routes, which leads to an increasing 
amount of water to flowing into the non-preferential routes during the water cycle.  In 
addition, the special treatment of the residual oil saturation in Larsen and Skauge’s model 
has negligible impact on the oil recovery in the near-miscible WAG process.  Such effects 
have been mostly masked by MCE (preferential routes) and MIFT (non-preferential routes).  
 
3. The effect of capillary force is more complex in the near-miscible WAG process.  
Specifically, the water-wet capillarity may improve and accelerate the oil recovery at the 
early stage of displacement but degrade the sweep in the longer term.  The water-wet 
capillary pressure greatly restricts the gas flowing into low-permeability zones and 
therefore bypassing a large amount of oil.  The oil recovery may drop by over 7% in the 
case with a reduced injection rate.  On the other hand, the capillary force assumed in an 
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oil-wet system may slow and reduce the oil recovery within 2PV WAG injection but 
improve the displacement performance in the longer-term.  This because the oil-wet 
capillary pressure drives CO2 into the non-preferential routes (i.e. low-permeability 
zones) and therefore improves the sweep efficiency.  Unlike the base case (no capillarity) 
or the water-wet case, the oil recovery can be further increased by simply extending the 
third water injection cycle in the assumed oil-wet system. 
 
4. In the particular case presented here, the gravity effect reduces the benefits of the 
combine MCE and MIFT compared to the flow simulations in the 2D area model.  This is 
because the issue of gravity segregation, which leads to the degraded sweep efficiency, 
becomes more severe with increasing Kv/Kh ratio.  In the extreme case with the ratio of 
Kv/Kh as 1, the difference in recovery between the case with MCE acting only and the case 
with both MCE and MIFT is reduced to 9% (14% between areal cases).     
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions 
Hundreds of very fine-scale simulations have been performed to identify the significance 
of different aspects of multiscale physics, including compositional effects, interfacial 
tension effects, gas trapping, water hysteresis, capillary forces and gravity effects, all of 
which could occur in the process of near-miscible CO2-WAG.  The efforts of studying 
the key processes separately and jointly leads to a greater insight into how these physical 
processes affect the sweep and local displacement efficiency.  The outcome of this 
research, which fills some knowledge gap of flow behaviour in the transition from 
immiscible to miscible conditions.  In the meantime, the ancillary experiments essential 
to assessing near-miscible WAG projects also become evident here, i.e. the measurements 
of interfacial-tension dependent relative permeabilities, hysteresis in relative permeability 
of gas and capillary pressure between gas and water.  The improved understanding of 
near-miscible WAG is directly beneficial to the theoretical research on flow behaviour in 
porous media.  Although this work has focussed on the increase in oil recovery from near-
miscible CO2 WAG, the simulations also indicate where the mobile and immobile CO2 is 
located, which provides valuable insight for the implementation of CO2 storage.  
Specifically, three main research questions have been systematically addressed in this 
thesis: 
1. How do compositional effects (MCE) interact with the underlying heterogeneity 
pattern of the flow field and influence the oil/component recovery? 
The compositional effect of mass transfer can have a very significant impact on the 
prediction of CO2-EOR projects.  Issues such as front stability, local displacement 
efficiency and formation of fingering or channelling during CO2 displacement have been 
extensively discussed in Chapter 3.  The unstable phase flow determined by the 
underlying heterogeneity greatly slows the flow in the unswept area and leads to unequal 
displacement performance between preferential and non-preferential routes.  The process 
of mass transfer between CO2 and oil can be hampered to a certain degree by unstable 
flow depending on the level of heterogeneity.  Specifically, lighter components have 
moved preferentially in high gas saturation zones, and leaving the heavier components 
behind.  In the case of channelling flow, compositional effects were less important since 
the permeability channel dominated the displacement.  Both the ultimate oil recovery and 
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component recovery are significantly and about equally reduced, when the underlying 
heterogeneity is of dominant influence. 
2. What is the role of interfacial effects (MIFT) in the displacement process under near-
miscible conditions?   
As the interfacial tension decreases to a level of 1-3 mN/m, i.e. near-miscible conditions, 
film or layer flow of oil could occur, which may significantly improve the displacement 
performance.  Such film flow effects are denoted as MIFT and described by an enhanced 
hydrocarbon relative permeability in Chapter 4 of this study.  A range of various 
combinations between the MCE and MIFT mechanisms were tested by numerical 
simulations to evaluate the impact of each mechanism on the flow behaviour, i.e. their 
separate and joint effects on quantities such as the local oil displacement efficiency, phase 
flow vectors and the ultimate oil recovery.  When acting in combination, the oil stripping 
and IFT effects can greatly improve the local displacement performance even when 
viscous fingering flow occurs.  The remaining oil in these non-preferential flow paths (i.e. 
bypassed oil) can be efficiently recovered by the combined MCE and MIFT mechanisms, 
but only with the application of Water-Alternating-Gas (WAG).  This MIFT mechanism 
has much less impact in cases with continuous CO2 injection compared to its efficiency 
in WAG.  This is because during continuous injection, gas fingers are dominant in the 
preferential flow paths, and therefore the local displacement efficiency is very good, but 
only in these preferential routes.  On the other hand, WAG is able to make full use of the 
IFT effects because of its relatively stable displacing front, which allows the MIFT 
mechanism to contribute.  An additional and rather interesting finding of study is the 
significant contribution of viscous crossflow to the recovery mechanism, which has been 
ascertained with the novel tracer analysis proposed in Chapter 4. 
3. Do other physical effects such as hysteresis, capillarity and gravity affect the oil 
recovery?   
Based on the new synthesis developed in this study, the investigation was further 
extended to take into account of important multiphase flow behaviour occurring in WAG 
processes.  The effect of gas trapping may degrade the displacement performance of the 
non-preferential routes. This is because the trapping mechanism greatly hampers MIFT 
acting during the secondary water injection cycle.  The viscous crossflow between the 
non-preferential routes and preferential routes (gas fingers) is restricted, which leads to a 
lowered sweep efficiency and a reduction of 3% in the oil recovery.  Regarding the effect 
of water hysteresis, the sweep efficiency is slightly boosted due to the fact that an 
increasing amount of water is forced into non-preferential routes.  This leads to a slight 
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enhancement of MIFT and an increase in oil recovery by approximately 2% compared to 
the case which accounted for only MCE and MIFT.   
 
The effect of the capillary force is more complex.  In a water-wet system, oil recovery 
may be improved at the early stage of displacement but the oil recovery will be lower at 
the end of injection.  In this case, capillary pressure between gas and water forms entry 
barriers for the gas flowing into low-permeability zones, which give rises to more severe 
gas fingers and a larger amount of bypassed oil.  The oil recovery may drop by over 7% 
compared to the case without capillarity.  On the other hand, the oil recovery was about 
4% higher in the oil-wet system than that in the water-wet system.  In addition, such a 
difference in oil recovery could be further increased by up to 9% through simply 
extending the final cycle of water injection.  This is because the oil-wet capillary pressure 
enables gas to imbibe into low-permeability zones, which mitigates the dominant gas 
fingers.  The improved sweep efficiency would maximize the benefits of the combined 
MCE and MIFT, which are increasingly evident at the late stage of the displacement.   
 
Although the gravity segregation is not the central focus of this study, the effect of gravity 
was briefly investigated to validate the great necessity of the new synthesis for modelling 
near-miscible WAG process. Therefore, a set of sample simulations in 2D vertical models 
varying the kv/kh ratio (0.1 and 1) was performed.  The density difference between three 
phases (water, oil and gas) has led to an evident gravity segregation only in the example 
case with a kv/kh ratio of 1.  In this particular case, the combined beneficial impact of MCE 
and MIFT in the 2D vertical cases reduces to approximately 9% of the oil recovery 
compared to the case with MCE acting only.  As for the other case (kv/kh =0.1), the gravity 
effect has very limited impact on the oil recovery. 
 
To summarise, Figure 6-1 shows how various mechanisms and the corresponding 
modelling methods influence predictions of oil recovery.  The oil recovery of the 
immiscible WAG displacement, where none of the mechanisms was included, is 
approximately 60% (bar in black).  The discrepancies in prediction of recovery is less 
than 3% among the three typical 3PRP models (Stone 1, Stone 2 and Baker).  Then, flow 
simulations of near-miscible displacement were performed.  The results shown by orange 
and blue bars indicate the potential positive and negative impact on the displacement 
performance if taking into account these effects: MCE, MIFT, gas trapping, water hysteresis, 
gravity effect and capillary pressure.  What should be highlighted here is the oil-wet 
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capillary pressure (bar in red), which slows/reduces the oil recovery within the 2PV 
injection but the oil recovery can be further increased by simply extending the third water 
injection cycle.  
 
 
Figure 6-1 Summary of oil revoery varying mechanisms combinations. 
6.2 Future work 
Upscaling methods for full-compositional flow is an active research topic in numerical 
flow simulations (Li and Durlofsky, 2016).  The results achieved here can be used as 
“input” for any upscaling work on the compositional flow in the future.  In the meantime, 
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it is aware that findings achieved here are based on a set of specific assumptions, such as 
certain types of fluid properties and geological structures, which are subject to 
unavoidable uncertainties.  In practice, sources of uncertainties can be resulted from the 
lack of data, random measurements errors, systematic errors (such as bias and model 
restrictions) etc. (Bu and Damsleth, 1996).  In fact, some preliminary tests have been 
conducted to investigate uncertainties of central interest, namely the additional realisation 
of the permeability field, the number of pseudo-components of EOS (4-component VS 7-
component), choices of multiphase relative permeability model (Betté VS Coats) and the 
involved input values.  A more extensive work are recommended to further address the 
uncertainty concerns involved in this work.    
6.2.1 Fluid properties 
The sample oil analysed here is a typical light oil without much heavy component (see 
section 3.2.3).  This feature enables the injection of CO2-WAG to maximise the combined 
benefits of MCE and MIFT.  Very importantly, the viscosity of oil is lower than water before 
entering very late stage of mass transfer.  In other words, the displacing front is mostly 
stable during the water cycles, when the viscous crossflow can be greatly amplified by 
MIFT to recover the bypassed oil.  However, if the oil composition has more heavy 
components, the mobility of oil may become worse than water at early stages of 
displacement (or throughout the whole process).  This would lead to more unstable flow 
behaviour and suppressed viscous crossflow.  For this reason, a more comprehensive 
analysis on the fluid properties requires further investigations. 
6.2.2 Geological model 
For simplicity, the geological model utilized here is a synthetic field with correlated 
permeability and constant porosity.  Obviously, the realistic situations are much more 
complex.  One of the central concerns is the connectivity between flow paths.  For 
example, the connectivity in 3D cases is of much complexity and can be better than 2D 
cases (Larue and Hovadik, 2006).  On the other hand, it is possible that overall 
displacement performance are significantly degraded by the extensive non-permeable 
layers, which baffle the viscous crossflow between flow paths.  Therefore, this research 
can be extended to include geological structures of interest in 3D models, such as fault 
and mud layers, although the computational cost may not be affordable if performing 
equally fine-scale simulations at this stage.  In addition, the assumption of the negligible 
oil-gas capillarity is only valid for a near-miscible WAG process in a strongly water-wet 
system.  For other complex situations (mixed wet, weekly water/oil wet), where wetting 
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Component Mass frac. Mole frac. MW SG Tb (C) 
CO2 0.0045 0.0118 44.0095 0.8180 -78.4643 
N2 0.0004 0.0016 28.0135 0.8094 -195.8100 
C1 0.0160 0.1154 16.0425 0.3000 -161.5167 
C2 0.0156 0.0601 30.0690 0.3562 -88.6056 
C3 0.0247 0.0648 44.0956 0.5070 -42.0833 
i-C4 0.0112 0.0222 58.1222 0.5629 -11.7889 
n-C4 0.0239 0.0476 58.1222 0.5840 -0.5111 
i-C5 0.0205 0.0328 72.1488 0.6247 27.8444 
n-C5 0.0231 0.0370 72.1488 0.6311 36.0667 
C6 0.0464 0.0651 82.2600 0.6960 63.8889 
C7 0.0670 0.0842 91.9314 0.7400 91.9444 
C8 0.0883 0.0989 103.1156 0.7659 116.6667 
C9 0.0770 0.0784 113.4302 0.8129 142.2222 
C10 0.0589 0.0515 132.0084 0.7937 165.8333 
C11 0.0399 0.0313 147.0000 0.7930 187.2222 
C12 0.0297 0.0213 161.0000 0.8040 208.3333 
C13 0.0293 0.0193 175.0000 0.8150 227.2222 
C14 0.0238 0.0145 190.0000 0.8260 246.3889 
C15 0.0239 0.0134 206.0000 0.8360 266.1111 
C16 0.0205 0.0106 222.0000 0.8430 283.3333 
C17 0.0185 0.0090 237.0000 0.8510 300.0000 
C18 0.0210 0.0097 251.0000 0.8560 312.7778 
C19 0.0186 0.0082 263.0000 0.8610 325.0000 
C20 0.0127 0.0053 275.0000 0.8660 338.0556 
C21 0.0100 0.0040 291.0000 0.8710 351.1111 
C22 0.0084 0.0032 300.0000 0.8760 363.3333 
C23 0.0064 0.0024 312.0000 0.8810 375.0000 
C24 0.0056 0.0020 324.0000 0.8850 386.1111 
C25 0.0054 0.0019 337.0000 0.8880 397.2222 
C26 0.0056 0.0019 349.0000 0.8920 407.7778 
C27 0.0062 0.0020 360.0000 0.8960 417.7778 
C28 0.0068 0.0021 372.0000 0.8990 427.7778 
C29 0.0070 0.0021 382.0000 0.9020 436.1111 
C30+ 0.2234 0.0645 400.0000 0.9700 609.2340 
Table-A1 Fluid characterization of the 34-component oil.  With the use of WINPROP (CMG, 






Figure-A1 Oil saturation along the 1D model after 1PV continuous CO2 injection under near-
miscible coniditions (MCE acting only).  With the use of 4-componen model, there is no remaning 
oil saturation in the area adjacent to the injector (0-18m).  The important phenomena of heavy oil 
components left behind cannot be reflected in a 4-component system.  As discussed in 3.2.3, the 
7-component oil is therefore used for flow simulations performed in this study. 
 
 
Figure-A2  Remaining oil saturation and oil recovery of cases with the intitial injection rate and 
one reduced by four times.  As mentioned in 5.2.3, there is negilible difference in the remaining 
oil saturation and oil recovery between the case with the initial injection rate and the case with 
the reduced injection rate.  Through reducing the injection rate, the investigation can be further 











Figure-A3 Permeability field of another realisation (Vdp= 0.7 and RL=0.1).  With the use of Petrel 
(Schlumberger, 2018), another permeability filed is generated with the same value of  Vdp and RL.   
 
 
Figure-A4 Remaining oil saturation and oil recovery of cases based on the permeability field of 
another realisation.  In the case with MCE acting only, severe gas fingers still occur, which leaves 
a large amount of remaining oil saturation.  In the case taking into account both MCE  and MIFT, 
the displacement performance has been significantly improved, which is remarkbly similar to the 
cases shown in 4.4.7.  The difference in oil recovery between two cases is up to 15% after 2PV 
WAG dispalcement.  As mentioned in 4.5, these flow simulations based on another realisation 
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